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Preface to ”Photonic Jet: Science and Application”

Research on photonic jet science and technology started about two decades ago and has

remained a very active field. However, there is no dedicated book or journal Special Issue published

yet. We feel there is a need to edit a Special Issue on this topic to reflect the recent advances and

developments as well as trends in the field. This Special Issue received many submissions and we

selected ten papers of these to be included. Our editorial in this book provides an overview and

detailed analysis of each work in the Special Issue. We hope you will find this book useful and

valuable for photonic jet research.

Zengbo Wang, Boris Luk’yanchuk, and Igor V. Minin

Editors
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Photonic jets (PJs) are important mesoscale optical phenomena arising from electro-
magnetic waves interacting with dielectric particles with sizes around several to several
tens wavelengths (~2–40 λ). It generates a narrow, high-intensity beam at the shadow-side
of the ‘particle lenses’ made from microspheres, cylinders (fibers), cubes, disks and others,
even including biological cells and spider silks. A PJ has the capability to focus light beyond
the classical diffraction limit, thus permitting many possibilities and applications: for exam-
ple, super-resolution imaging, nanosensing, detection, patterning, trapping, manipulation,
waveguiding, signal amplification (e.g., Raman, photoluminescence and second-harmonic
generation) and high-efficiency signal collection, among others.

The earliest studies on PJ effects were reported in 2000 by Luk’yanchuk and co-
workers [1,2]. They theoretically analyzed optical resonance and near-field effects [1], and
verified experimentally [2]. By using 500 nm silica particles and a 248 nm-wavelength laser
source, they obtained 100 nm hillocks (∼ λ/2.5) on a silicon surface [2]. Related works
were carried by several groups between 2000 and 2004 [3,4]. Not knowing these works,
Chen et al. reported in 2004 a theoretical subwavelength focusing effect by microcylinders
and coined the terminology ‘photonic nanojet’ (PNJ) [5], which has since been widely
used. A simplified term, ‘photonic jet’ (PJ), was also used by researchers in the field
since 2005 [6,7]. In 2014, Minin et al. showed that a photonic jet can be formed from a
three-dimensional particle of an arbitrary shape if the mesoscale condition is met [8,9].
In the past two decades, the field of PJ has undergone rapid growth and developments,
driven by new innovations and discoveries. Among them, the most notable developments
include the following: white-light microsphere nanoscope (2011) [10], spider silk superlens
and metamaterial solid immersion lens (2016) [11,12], the discovery of photonic hooks
(2016) [7,13], THz super-resolution imaging (2017) [14], single-cell biomagnifier (2019) [15],
Plano-Convex-Microsphere (PCM) superlens (2020) [16,17], lipid droplets microlenses
(2021) [18], PJ-mediated optogenetics (2022) [19] and others. More information on the past,
present and future of PJ technology can be found in refs. [7,9,20–22].

This Special Issue focuses on the most recent advances and trends in PJ research. A total
of 10 papers were selected and published, including a review of the field (one paper) [23],
photonic hooks (three papers) [24–26], the modulation of PJ beam (three papers) [27–29],
super-resolution imaging (three papers) [25,30,31], and scanning nanopatterning (one
paper) [32]. Photonic hooks, field modulation and super-resolution imaging are the main
topics in this Special Issue, which reflect the current research focus and trends. We highlight
the key contribution and merit of the selected papers below according to the topics.

• Review on PJ-based trapping, sensing, and imaging

Li et al. reviewed the current types of microsphere lenses for PJ applications and
their principles and applications in optical nano trapping, signal enhancement and super-
resolution imaging, with particular emphasis on biological cells and tissues [23]. They
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envisage that in vivo nanomanipulation and biodetection will be the future trends. This
review is an important addition to the existing literature on PJ technology, with refined
focuses on trapping, sensing and imaging.

• Photonic hooks (PHs)

A PH is a new type of self-bending PJ beam, with a curvature that is less than the
wavelength and differs from Airy-family beams [33]. Such structured beams were the-
oretically predicted in 2016 [7] and experimentally demonstrated in 2019 [34] based on
dielectric Janus particles with broken symmetries in its geometry. Other methods for gen-
erating PH include asymmetric beam excitation and two material-composition particles,
among others [22,33,35]. In the current issue, Tang et al. proposed a new method of using
patchy microcylinders (i.e., partially metal-coated) for the generation of PHs [24] having in
mind [35]. By rotating the patchy microcylinders, PHs with different curvatures were suc-
cessfully demonstrated, and a bending angle of 28.4 degree and curved-line width of 0.36 λ
were reported. Based on this work, the authors extended their work to patchy microspheres
and experimentally demonstrated, for the first time, the effect of PHs on super-resolution
imaging [25]. They showed that PHs generated by patchy microspheres provide an effective
oblique illumination of imaging objects, which leads to the considerable improvement of
near-field imaging contrast, thus providing a new mean to optimize microsphere-based
super-resolution techniques. On the other hand, Yue et al. demonstrated a new concept
of using PHs for photonic switching [26,36]. When two-wavelengths beams, 1310 nm and
1550 nm, pass through a right-trapezoid dielectric Janus particle, they were separated and
guided to different routes because of different bending strengths [26], thus permitting
effective photonic switching on microscale through a simple dielectric particle. Potential
applications in photonic integrated circuit are envisaged.

• Modulation of PJ beams

The ability to control and modulate PJ beams is essential for developing next-generation
PJ devices and technologies. In principle, modulations can be achieved by various means,
including tuning the particle’s size, refractive index, surrounding medium, incident beam
pupil and beam structure [37], the composition of particles (e.g., liquid crystals [38] and
metamaterials [14,39]) and more. Here, Sergeeva et al. presented a new method for modu-
lating PJs by using standing waves, which were achieved by positioning aluminum oxide
hemispheres on top of a silicon substrate with a separation distance. The gap distance
was chosen to match the phase conditions for constructive interference between incident
and reflected beams [27] for effective modulation. The work offers a new pathway to
design PJ-based integrated photonic devices. On the other hand, Lin et al. designed and
manufactured a spider-silk-based metal-dielectric dome microlenses, which showed great
performance in PJ modulations by using different metal casings [28]. When gold casing
was used, the focusing intensity was maximized and increased by a factor of three due
to the surface’s plasmon resonance. This microlens could be used to scan a biological
target for large-area imaging with a conventional microscope. In addition, Bouaziz et al.
demonstrated another PJ modulation method based on fiber tip parameter tunning [29].
They showed that PJs were obtained when light is coupled in the guide’s fundamental
mode and when the base diameter of the microlens is close to the core’s diameter and
modulated by the sharpness of the tip. When the base diameter of the microlens is larger
than the fiber core, the focus point tends to move away from the external surface of the
fiber and has a larger width. The results of this study can be used as guidelines for the
tailored fabrication of shaped optical-fiber tips according to the targeted application.

• Super-resolution imaging

Since the first demonstration of microsphere-assisted super-resolution imaging in
2011, the technology received wide attention and constant development by researchers
across the world [21]. The field of development and roadmap has been systematically
reviewed and summarized in refs. [20–22,40]. Note there are two types of particles super-
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lenses used for super-resolution imaging in the literature: microsphere superlens [10] and
metamaterial solid-immersion superlens [12], and both have different super-resolution
imaging mechanisms. For microsphere superlens, the super-resolution mechanism is a com-
bined contribution of several effects, including PJ focus, the excitation of super-resonance
and whisper gallery modes, as well as substrate and partial and inclined illumination
effects [21]. They lead to the conversion of high-frequency evanescent waves that contain
near-field nanoscale information into propagating waves, which then reach the far-field and
contribute to the formation of a magnified virtual image. Herein, by conducting rigorous
electromagnetic simulations, Boudokha et al. provided new insight and evidence that mi-
crospheres are a natural collector and converter of evanescent waves to propagating waves
using whisper gallery modes [30]. However, the evanescent-to-propagation-conversion
(ETPC) efficiency can vary significantly (10−7 to 10−1) depending on used microspheres.
On the other hand, Dhama et al. designed and fabricated TiO2 metamaterial superlens
in full-sphere shape for the first time and compared its imaging performance with com-
monly used BaTiO3 (BTG) microspheres under the same imaging settings [31]. Their results
showed that the meta-superlens performs consistently better over the widely used BTG
superlens in terms of imaging contrast, clarity, the field of view and resolution, which was
further supported by theoretical simulation. In addition, as mentioned above, photonic
hook (PH)-induced super contrast imaging was for the first time demonstrated by using a
patchy microsphere [25] and asymmetric Janus particles [41]. These works will contribute
to developments of more powerful, robust, and reliable super-resolution imaging systems,
which have potential in revolutionizing the optical microscopy.

• Scanning nanopatterning

Alongside laser cleaning, surface nanopatterning are among the earliest applications
of PJ effects. To fabricate arbitrary nanopatterns, various approaches such as angular beam
scanning [42] and scanning Plano-convex-microsphere superlens [17] have been developed.
Herein, Luo et. al. demonstrated a new laser-direct nanowriting system based on a
combination of microsphere lens with an AFM cantilever and scanned over the sample’s
surface [31]. Using femtosecond laser sources, arbitrary silicon oxide nanopatterns with
a feature size of 310 nm and height of 120 were directly fabricated in a single step. The
proposed method shows the potential for the fabrication of multifunctional surfaces and
silicon photonics and integrated chips.

We hope that this Special Issue will provide readers with a useful and timely update
on the status and future trends of PJ research and mesotronics [7,20–22,33,43–47]. We thank
all authors, reviewers and the photonics editorial team for their valuable contributions that
brought this Special Issue to life.
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Abstract: The optical trapping, sensing, and imaging of nanostructures and biological samples are
research hotspots in the fields of biomedicine and nanophotonics. However, because of the diffraction
limit of light, traditional optical tweezers and microscopy are difficult to use to trap and observe
objects smaller than 200 nm. Near-field scanning probes, metamaterial superlenses, and photonic
crystals have been designed to overcome the diffraction limit, and thus are used for nanoscale
optical trapping, sensing, and imaging. Additionally, photonic nanojets that are simply generated by
dielectric microspheres can break the diffraction limit and enhance optical forces, detection signals,
and imaging resolution. In this review, we summarize the current types of microsphere lenses, as
well as their principles and applications in nano-optical trapping, signal enhancement, and super-
resolution imaging, with particular attention paid to research progress in photonic nanojets for the
trapping, sensing, and imaging of biological cells and tissues.

Keywords: microspheres; photonic nanojets; optical trapping; signal enhancement; super-resolution imaging

1. Introduction

Optics are widely used in modern life and production, and are one of the frontier
sciences in the field of modern science. Trapping [1–5], imaging [6–10], and sensing [11–15]
nanoscale objects with light are becoming more important in nano-photonics and
biomedicine. In 1590, Dutch eyeglass craftsman Hans Janssen and his son Zaccharias
invented the first optical microscope, thereby breaking the limit of what the human eye
could observe. With improvements by Leeuwenhoek and other scientists, optical micro-
scopes have played a pivotal role in biological sciences, materials science, and other fields,
leading to higher expectations for imaging resolution. In 1873, German physicist Abbe [16]
discovered the formula for the resolution limit of a microscope: d = λ/2nsinθ, in which λ is
the wavelength of illumination light, n is the refractive index of the imaged medium, and θ

is the half angle at which the object receives the light from the object. When the illumination
source is visible light, the resolution of the optical microscope is approximately 200 nm. In
other words, if the distance between two points reaches 200 nm, it is not distinguishable by
an optical microscope, which limits the development and progress of science. Similarly,
the focused beam of optical tweezers also has a diffraction limit. Optical tweezers rely on
a high numerical aperture. When particles with a diameter of less than 200 nm are in a
focused beam, it is difficult to sense the gradient of light intensity. Therefore, it is difficult
for optical tweezers to stably trap objects that are on the order of nanometers (<200 nm).

Researchers have recently made attempts to overcome the diffraction limit of tra-
ditional microscopes and optical tweezers [17–21]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) have high resolution [22,23], and yet, the
samples must be placed in a vacuum environment, which is not suitable for studying
living biological samples. Fluorescence microscopy allows for the imaging of fluorescently
labeled biological cell structures [24,25], enabling super-resolution imaging on the order
of a few to several tens of nanometers. However, this technology requires the binding of
fluorescent probes to the protein of the target sample, so only one type of protein can be
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imaged at a time. Additionally, the fluorescence intensity of the sample is easily extin-
guished over time. In 1972, Ash et al. obtained super-resolution microscopic images under
an evanescent wave condition for the first time with a scanning near field microscope [26].
Soon after, researchers used a scanning near-field microscope with an optical probe tip
close to the sample surface, scanning point-by-point in the near-field region, thus breaking
the diffraction limit to obtain optical information on the sample surface [27,28]. At the
same time, this approach takes a long time to obtain a complete image and it cannot be
used to observe the sample in real time. To propagate the evanescent wave carrying sub-
wavelength information to the far field, Pendry theoretically proposed a negative refractive
index medium to enhance the evanescent wave to achieve sub-wavelength resolution,
which provides the possibility to collect information in the far field [29]. Many researchers
have used silver and other precious metal materials to prepare plasmon superlenses on
this basis [30–33]. In recent years, plasmons have also been applied to the fields of op-
tical trapping and optical manipulation [34–36]. When the wavelength of incident light
irradiates the interface between the metal and medium, the free electrons on the metal
surface oscillate. Resonance will occur when the wavelength of the incident light matches
the resonant wavelength of the surface plasmon [37,38]. Under such resonance conditions,
the energy of the electromagnetic field will be transformed into the collective vibrational
energy of free electrons on the metal surface, and the light will be confined to the sub-
wavelength range of the metal surface and be greatly enhanced. Similarly, photonic crystals
were introduced to better break the diffraction limit and stably capture nanoparticles [39].
The coupling of the photonic crystal cavity and the laser makes the light intensity in the
cavity increase, and the light force received by the nanoparticles becomes larger. However,
for the optical trapping, imaging, and sensing of plasmon optical tweezers and photonic
crystal optical tweezers, the absorption of light by the metal substrate can easily cause local
thermal effects, thereby destroying the stability of the trap. More importantly, when the
nanoparticles are biomaterials, the high temperature generated by the thermal effect will
destroy the activity of biomolecules.

Compared with these complex technologies, microlens technology has been widely
developed in the fields of super-resolution imaging [40], biosensing [41], and optical
trapping [42] on the basis of its simplicity of preparation, ease of manipulation, and it
being label-free. In 2004, the local photonic nanojet generated by the shadow surface of a
micrometer-scale circular medium cylinder illuminated by a plane wave was first proved
by Chen et al. By using high-resolution finite difference time domain (FDTD) numerical
simulations, they found that the waist of the photonic nanojet is smaller than the diffraction
limit, and it can propagate at multiple wavelengths without significant diffraction [43]. In
2011, Wang et al. [44] first reported microsphere lens nanoscopy that combines micron-
scale transparent dielectric SiO2 microspheres with conventional optical microscopy. The
nanoscopy surpassed the diffraction limit under white light conditions to obtain optical
imaging with 50 nm resolution. This simple and effective method can convert a near-field
evanescent wave with high-frequency spatial information into propagation modes [45–47],
offering the possibility to trap and detect nanoparticles [48–51], enhance the signal [52–55],
mediate backaction force [56], and improve the performance of optical systems [57,58]. In
this article, we will summarize the recent research progress of microsphere lenses, introduce
three types of microsphere lenses, focus on the applications of microsphere lenses in optical
trapping, sensing, and imaging, and discuss potential application scenarios.
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2. Types and Principles of Microsphere Superlenses

2.1. Types of Microspheres

Microsphere superlenses can be classified by the medium in which the microspheres
exist: microspheres in air medium, microspheres in liquid medium, and microspheres in
solid medium.

In 2011, SiO2 microspheres with a refractive index of 1.46 and diameter of 2–9 μm were
directly placed on the surface of a sample by self-assembly technology to achieve super-
resolution imaging of gold-plated oxide anodic alumina film with a spacing of 50 nm under
a light source with a wavelength of 600 nm [44], as shown in Figure 1a. The microsphere lens
allows for the collection of information about the object in the near field and the formation of
a magnified virtual image in the far field. A resolution of λ/8–λ/14 and a magnification of
×8 can be achieved in the air medium. In addition, according to theoretical calculations, the
super-resolution intensity of microspheres with a refractive index of 1.8 was greatest in air.
When the refractive index increases to 2.0, the super-resolution capability of microspheres
becomes smaller. This demonstrates that not all microspheres have super-resolution
capabilities; only microspheres that meet specific conditions can generate photonic nanojets
to achieve super-resolution imaging. Microspheres in liquid media can be classified into
two groups: semi-immersed in liquid and fully immersed in liquid. The experimental
setup diagram is shown in Figure 1b [59]. Hao et al. showed that when SiO2 microspheres
with a refractive index of 1.47 and diameter of 3 μm were completely submerged in an
ethanol solution, the microspheres did not have super-resolution capabilities [60]. When
part of the ethanol solution was volatilized and the microspheres were semi-submerged
in the solution, the contrast and resolution of the virtual image of the tested sample were
enhanced, allowing imaging of commercial blue light discs with a width of 100 nm. When
the ethanol solution was nearly evaporated and the microspheres were exposed to air, the
resolution became weaker, further demonstrating that semi-immersion of the microspheres
in liquid could improve the resolution of imaging. However, the volatility of the ethanol
solution was not conducive to a prolonged observation of the experiment. Darafsheh et al.
then demonstrated that super-resolution imaging can be achieved when high refractive
index microspheres were completely submerged in a liquid solution [61,62]. Barium
titanate (BaTiO3) microspheres with a refractive index of 1.9 were completely submerged
in an isopropyl alcohol solution with a refractive index of 1.37, and the super-resolution
imaging of two-dimensional gold nanodimers comprising gold nanopillars with a diameter
of 120 nm and height of 30 nm was achieved under an illumination light source with a
wavelength of 550 nm. In 2014, the team demonstrated that the imaging effect BaTiO3
microspheres with a refractive index of 2.1 submerged in an isopropane alcohol solution
was better than that of soda lime glass with a refractive index of 1.51 in air [63]. Moreover,
Darafsheh et al. proved that high refractive index microspheres embedded in a transparent
film can achieve super-resolution imaging [64]. The experimental setup of microspheres
in a solid medium is shown in Figure 1c. BaTiO3 microspheres with a refractive index of
1.9 were self-assembled and distributed on liquid polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). After
drying and other steps to form PDMS films, the films embedded with microspheres were
placed on the sample, and an illumination source of 550 nm was passed through the film to
form a magnified virtual image below the specimen in the reflection illumination mode
with a resolution of up to λ/4. Overall, microspheres with low refractive index can be
directly imaged in air medium, and microspheres with high refractive index can be imaged
at super-resolution in liquid and solid media. The microspheres in the liquid are flexible
and can be trapped and manipulated with the help of auxiliary tools, such as optical fibers,
to realize the imaging and sensing of specific particles and positions. The microspheres in
the film can be prepared in advance and used as a cover glass for the sample, which can
avoid the evaporation of liquid in the experiment and improve the stability of imaging.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of different microsphere superlens experimental setups. Schematic dia-
grams of the device with microspheres in an (a) air medium, (b) liquid medium, and (c) solid medium.

2.2. Principles of Photonic Nanojets for Optical Trapping, Sensing and Imaging

The optical properties of the photonic nanojets [65], whispering gallery mode [66], and
directional antenna [67] of the microsphere lens enhance the interaction between photons
and matter, thereby improving the ability of optical trapping, sensing, and imaging. The
imaging of a conventional optical microscope comprises light spots formed by light and
dark streaks. When two objects that are close pass through the lens, the diffracted light
spots will overlap and be indistinguishable. Therefore, the resolution of conventional
optical microscope depends on the size of the spot produced by focusing the incident light
on the far field, which is limited by diffraction. For particle scales less than one-tenth
of a wavelength, the scattered light intensity in each direction of the particle is not the
same and is prone to Rayleigh scattering; the scattering cross section increases with the
refractive index, and the electric field intensity increases with the refractive index in the
near field range. When the particle scale is larger than the wavelength, Mie scattering will
dominate and the microsphere will focus the incident beam into a photonic nanojet with a
small width and high intensity [68,69]. The mechanism of the optical trapping, sensing,
and imaging of microlens is usually explained by the photonic nanojet. The evanescent
wave close to the surface of the microsphere plays an important role in the process of
imaging the microsphere in conjunction with an optical microscope [70]. The sample is
magnified by the microsphere lens, and then magnified twice by the microscope. The
imaging mechanism of the microsphere lenses is shown in Figure 2a. The incident light
can be considered a beam of parallel light when the incident waves irradiate the surface
of the microsphere in the far-field range, and the distance between the sample and the
wavelength of the light source are the same order of magnitude. When the parallel light
passes through the surface of the microlens, it forms different angles of incidence, and
then enters the interior through refraction. At this time, the evanescent wave carrying the
high spatial frequency information of the object is converted into a propagating wave in
the microsphere, which is received by a traditional optical microscope, and an enlarged
virtual image can be produced in the far field [71]. In 2005, Li et al. demonstrated that the
nano-photonic nanojet and backscattering capabilities of the microspheres were enhanced
through FDTD simulation [72]. This shows that the microsphere lenses focus the light on
the sub-diffraction limited size, realizes super-resolution imaging, and traps and senses
particles to enhance the spectral signal [73,74]. Using an innovative 3D mapping technique,
researchers have discovered significant field intensification around the poles of dielectric
microspheres by tracking field-lines passing the critical points of the Poynting vector
distribution [75].
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Figure 2. Principle of photonic nanojet generation. (a) Imaging schematic diagram of a grating
sample using a microsphere superlens; (b) The near-field intensity and FWHM of the photonic nanojet
generated by microspheres with diameters of 1.0 μm, 2.0 μm, 3.5 μm, and 8.0 μm; (c) Theoretical
simulation of the light field distribution of microspheres on air and a Si substrate; (d) Optical intensity
distributions of light focusing and light spots by a microlens fully immersed in water, semi-immersed
in water, and suspended on the surface of a mirror.

The focusing ability of the photonic nanojet is related to the diameter and refractive
index of the microspheres. Figure 2b shows the microsphere irradiated with a plane wave
with a wavelength of 400 nm, in which the shadow side of the dielectric particles focuses a
high-intensity photonic nanojet. Microspheres with different diameters were simulated by
a finite element method. With the increase in diameter, the maximum light intensity and
a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the microspheres gradually increased; yet, the
microspheres better convert evanescent waves into propagation waves the farther away the
focus position is from the surface of the microspheres, and the high intensity energy carries
more subwavelength information [72]. The refractive index of the microspheres also affects
the imaging resolution. When the parallel light passes through the microspheres with
high refractive index (n > 2), the focus is generated in the microspheres, so it is impossible
to perform super-resolution imaging of the object. When the light passes through the
microspheres with low refractive index (1 < n < 2), the focus is out of the microspheres,
and the super-resolution imaging of the object can be performed [48]. Lee et al. also
performed simulations using the Mie theory and found that the larger the refractive index
of the microsphere [76], the stronger the intensity of the photonic nanojet. Additionally,
the closer the strongest light intensity is to the surface of the microsphere, the higher the
resolving power of the microsphere. The presence or absence of a substrate beneath the
microsphere affects the formation of the shape and size of the photonic nanojets. As shown
in Figure 2c, the incident light focuses near the shadow surface of the microsphere, forming
a photonic nanojet with a focusing width of 150 nm. When the microsphere contacts the Si
substrate, the electric field is redistributed around the sphere, and the formed photonic
nanojet passes through the substrate with a focusing width of approximately 120 nm [77].
The properties of the photonic nanojet generated by the dielectric microspheres will change
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or even disappear for different substrate materials, leading to changes in the signal. In 2014,
Sundaram’s team further proved the importance of the substrate material on the imaging
results by comparing the imaging resolution of microspheres selected without substrate,
with aluminum oxide substrate materials and fused silica substrate materials [78]. As
shown in Figure 2d, the intensity of the light field produced by the microlens is different
in different environments [79]. When the 560 nm illuminating light is irradiated on the
fully immersed microlens, the output light is focused on the far field with a focal length is
7.0 μm, and a relatively large output spot is produced. When the middle of the microlens
is placed at the air–water interface, the output light is highly focused in the near field with
a focal length of 0.7 μm, forming a tiny spot. When the distance between the microlens
and the mirror substrate is 300 nm, the intensity of the light spot is generated by the light
increases. This is due to the enhanced coherent interference between the photonic nanojet
of the microlens and the reflected light from the specular surface.

In addition to spherical microlens, structures such as dielectric cubes, asymmetric
cuboids, nanohole structured mesoscale dielectric spheres, and cylindrical objects can
generate photonic nanojet, improve the spatial resolution of the imaging system, and even
change the direction and focusing characteristics of the photonic nanojet to manipulate,
sense, and image nanoscale objects [80–86]. The cuboid solid immersion lens can generate
photonic nanojets though transmission and reflection modes to enhance the lateral resolu-
tion of the optical system [87]. When the dielectric cube is placed at the focus imaging point
of the continuous wave terahertz imaging system or placed on the substrate, the spatial
resolution of the imaging system can also be effectively improved [88,89]. Nguyen et al.
placed a Teflon cube with a refractive index of 1.46 at the imaging point of the terahertz
imaging system. After passing through the enhancer, the image contrast increased by a fac-
tor of 4.4. Besides, Ang et al. [90] attached a triangular prism to the irradiated surface of the
cube. Due to the varying in the thickness of the prism, the phase of the transmitted waves
in the upper and lower parts of the system changed, the electric field intensity became
non-symmetric, showing concave deformation, which formed a curved photonic nanojet
near the shadow surface. At the same time, the intensity of the photonic nanojet generated
by the asymmetric cuboids was higher than that generated by cuboids and caused gold
nanoparticles to move in a curved trajectory in the transmitted field (Figure 3a), to avoid
obstacles. The shape and structure of the lens will also affect the length of the photonic
nanojets. In recent years, researchers have changed the microstructure of the lens to obtain
longer photonic nanojets. As shown in Figure 3b, Zhu et al. [91] obtained the ultra-long
photonic nanojet by using the characteristics of the asymmetric two-microstructure formed
by the support stage and the spherical cap. By appropriately adjusting the radius of cur-
vature of the curved surface, an arbitrary elongated photonic nanojet can be obtained.
Furthermore, the cascaded asymmetric silica microstructure will produce stable optical
transmission and a FWHM waist close to λ/4. Gu et al. [92] used a plane wave to irradiate
a liquid-filled hollow microcylinder to obtain the longest photonic nanojets. Immersion
of the liquid-filled hollow cylinder into the solution environment can greatly spread the
light beam. Because of the refractive index difference between the filling liquid and the
immersion liquid, the focal length, attenuation length, and FWHM of the photonic nanojet
can be flexibly adjusted by changing the inner filling liquid. Moreover, the permittivity
contrast between the nanohole material and the dielectric particle results in the electric
field enhancement of the nanohole-structured electric microspheres, which can produce
high optical power and electric field intensity in the low refractive index hole material
(air) [93–96]. In other words, a nanohole created on the back surface of a mesoscale particle
in the medium can localize the field characteristics of the photonic nanojet to the size of the
nanohole, thereby improving the resolution. As shown in Figure 3c, the focal spot size and
focal volume of the nano-structured microspheres with a through hole of diameter λ/5
is larger than that without nanoholes. The larger nanoholes of λ/5 weaken the focusing
ability of the dielectric microspheres. When the hole size is reduced by λ/10 or λ/15, the
focal spot size and focal volume are significantly reduced. Similarly, dielectric microspheres
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with blind hole of diameter λ/5 on the surface, its focus ability are also weakened by the
hole. When the aperture is reduced to below λ/10, the focused light spot is mainly limited
to the blind hole.

 
Figure 3. Generation of photonic nanojet of microlens with different structures. (a) Intensity of light
field generated by asymmetric cuboids and cubes; (b) Spatial intensity distribution of structures with
radius of curvature of 2λ and 4λ; (c) Light intensity of the simulated dielectric microspheres with a
nanohole of size λ/5, λ/10, λ/15 and dielectric microspheres with a blind nanohole of the diameter
λ/5, λ/10, λ/40.

Furthermore, the electromagnetic mode of objects also plays a crucial role in optical
trapping, sensing, and imaging [97,98]. Using the whispering gallery mode can improve
the imaging resolution and the possibility of particle detection. In the process of collecting
point source information in whispering gallery mode, each external mode has an organized
spatial spectrum, which can form an imaging mode with less than half of the illumination
wavelength. When the object to be measured is close to the microsphere cavity, changes
occur around the microsphere cavity, disturbing the whispering gallery mode. By receiving
the resonant wavelength generated by the micro-cavity to obtain the change of the resonant
frequency, the conversion of the evanescent wave to the propagating wave can be enhanced,
and the corresponding external mode can be improved, so as to realize the detection of the
refractive index of the surrounding environment or the concentration of molecules, as well
as higher resolution imaging [99].
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3. Optical Trapping and Sensing Using Photonic Nanojets

3.1. Fluorescence Signal Enhancement of Trapped Nano-Objects

Microsphere lenses can enhance the interaction of photons with matter under incident
light irradiation, significantly enhancing the fluorescence signal [100,101] and sensing of the
signal of manipulated objects in real time, providing a convenient method for nanomaterial
characterization and biomolecular diagnosis. In 2015, Yang et al. probed the fluorescence
signal of nanoparticles in microfluidic channels. When the nanoparticles pass through 3 μm
melamine microspheres on a microcirculation channel, the photonic nanojets generated by
the microsphere array are able to be transported in the flow medium and the fluorescence
intensity of the nanoparticles is enhanced, such that the immune complexes formed on the
Au nanoparticles can be detected [102].

However, most microsphere lenses cannot be adjusted and manipulated in the sample
pool to detect objects. Lu et al. proved that the photonic nanojet generated by optical
trapped microspheres can provide greater light power, making it easier to trap single 10 nm
upconversion fluorescence nanoparticle (UCNP) [103]. The particles can be trapped and
sensed by optical forces from fiber tweezers or by photophoresis [104–108]. As shown
in Figure 4a, three-dimensional trapping and sensing the object can be implemented by
combining optical fibers with microspheres [109]. Li et al. modified polystyrene (PS)
microspheres or TiO2 microspheres to adhere to the end face of negatively charged fiber
tweezers. When trapping microlenses using fiber tweezers, the microlens generates a
high-intensity photonic nanojet that manipulates the nanoparticles, which then acts as
a high-value aperture objective for collecting the signal, and the fluorescent signal of
the nanoparticles is enhanced when being sensed by the microlens adhered to the fiber
tip. When sensing single nanoparticles in the presence of PS and TiO2 microlenses, the
fluorescence intensity of the trapped nanoparticles is 20 times and 30 times greater than
the fluorescence intensity sensed by bare optical fibers, respectively. The excitation light
passing through the microlens can produce a photonic nanojet phenomenon, in which the
electric field intensity is enhanced in the local spot generated by the photonic nanojet, and
this enhanced electric field contributes to the fluorescence excitation rate [110].

Dielectric microspheres act as microlenses to enhance fluorescence signals, and bi-
ological probes for the sensing and imaging of fluorescence signals from particles and
biological tissues are also gradually being developed [111–113]. In 2017, Li et al. [114]
used spherical yeast as a natural bio-microlens to enhance upconversion fluorescence,
as shown in Figure 4b. The optical fiber is placed in the UCNPs. A laser with a wave-
length of 980 nm and an optical power of 3 mW was emitted into the optical fiber. The
fluorescence excited by the bare optical fiber was weak. The fluorescence intensity of the
UCNPs was significantly enhanced when using fiber tweezers to trap the microlens. The
use of a biological microlens can trap Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Staphylococcus aureus (S.
aureus), which indicates that the presence of a biological microlens significantly enhances
the upconversion fluorescence of E. coli and S. aureus. In addition, S. aureus and E. coli
can be trapped and linked together, and their upconverted fluorescence signals can be
simultaneously enhanced by approximately ~110. Moreover, Li et al. used living cells as
biological lenses, demonstrating that cellular biological microlenses can also sense and
enhance the fluorescence of particles with single-cell resolution [79]. The microlenses can
also be manipulated in three dimensions by the light force generated by the optical tweez-
ers. In 2020, using an optical tweezers system, Chen et al. moved C10H7Br microlenses
of different diameters above the CdSe@ZnS quantum dots with an emission wavelength
of 550 nm [115]. The quantum dots were excited by the light of a mercury lamp filter.
Under the microlens, the quantum dot fluorescence signal was sufficiently enhanced and
detectable. By moving the microlens vertically along the Z axis, the brightest fluorescent
spot in the field of view and the light intensity distribution corresponding to the dark
field image were obtained, with a smaller diameter microlens boasting a strong signal
enhancement (Figure 4c).
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Figure 4. Fluorescence signal enhancement of microsphere superlenses. (a) Fluorescence signal
images of the fiber without (I) and with (II) microlens for the sensing of individual nanoparticles;
(b) Fluorescent image of the UCNP solution with fiber probe without (I) and with (II) biological
microlens; (c) Fluorescence images of quantum dots with different diameters of C10H7Br microlenses
using optical tweezers.

3.2. Backscattering Signal Enhancement of Trapped Nano-Objects

When the highly focused beam generated by the microlens is irradiated on nanoparti-
cles, the backscattering signal of the trapped nanoparticles can be significantly enhanced,
thereby enhancing the sensing ability of the nanoparticles. It is beneficial to sense nanopar-
ticles by analyzing the intensity and angular distribution of the enhanced backscattering
from nanoparticles located in a photonic nanojet. In 2004, Chen et al. demonstrated
through a two-dimensional numerical study that photonic nanojets can significantly en-
hance the backscattering of light by nanoparticles located within a nanojet [43]. Li et al.
further proved enhanced backscattering of visible light by nanoparticles through a study
of photonic nanojets [72]. Under light irradiation of different wavelengths, the backscat-
tered signal of nanoparticles can be enhanced, whereas the enhanced backscattered power
also varies, where dielectric microspheres act as microlenses to favor backscattered radi-
ation [116]. Soon after, Yang et al. [117] experimentally verified for the first time that a
photonic nanojet generated at visible wavelength can enhance the backscattering signal of
nanoparticles. The photonic nanojet generated by BaTiO3 microspheres with a diameter of
4.4 μm in the PDMS film can precisely locate and sense gold nanoparticle microspheres
with diameters in the range of 50–100 nm.

As technology has evolved, there is considerable interest in high-resolution sensing
systems that can trap and sense nano-objects and even single molecules in liquids. In 2015,
researchers irradiated an array of melamine microspheres self-assembled in a microfluidic
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channel using an illuminated light source from an optical microscope, and the resulting
photonic nanojets sensed 50–400 nm diameter Au nanoparticles flowing in the channel [102].
As shown in Figure 5a,b, the backscattered light intensity of Au nanoparticles at 200 nm
on the photonic nanojet is approximately 40 times stronger than the backscattered light
intensity outside the photonic nanojet. The backscattering signal of trapped nanoparticles
can be sensed more flexibly by fiber tweezers with microlenses because of the small size
of nanoparticles and their susceptibility to Brownian motion in solution. Li et al. used
fiber tweezers to trap TiO2 microlenses at the tip of a fiber probe [109], and a single
85 nm fluorescent nanoparticle was trapped and sensed by a highly focused photonic
nanojet generated by a microlens. In the process of trapping fluorescent nanoparticles,
the backscatter signal is divided into three processes: before trapping the nanoparticles,
trapping the nanoparticles, and releasing the nanoparticles. When the nanoparticles
are trapped, the intensity of the backscatter signal is significantly enhanced (Figure 5c).
In addition, plasmid DNA biomolecules with low refractive index, small volume, and
irregular shape can be sensed using the device because the photonic nanojet generated by
the microlenses can enhance the backscattering signal.

 
Figure 5. Backscattering signal enhancement of microlenses. (a) Two hundred nanometer diameter
Au nanoparticles on a photonic nanojet; (b) Fluorescent image of UCNP solution with fiber probe
without (I) and with (II) biological microlens; (c) Optical trapping of fluorescent nanoparticles by
TiO2 microlenses; (d) Optical images of fluorescent nanoparticles trapped by a microlens array;
(e) Backscattering signals during trapping of multiple nanoparticles.
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Next, Li’s team assembled microsphere arrays on the end faces of fiber probes to trap
and sense nanoparticles and subwavelength cells with high throughput, single nanoparticle
resolution, and high selectivity [118]. As shown in Figure 5d,e, nanoparticles or cells were
trapped using in-parallel photonic nanojet arrays, and their backscattered signals were
sensing in real time with single-nanoparticle resolution, allowing for the detection of
multiple nanoparticles and cells. To improve the sensitivity and biocompatibility of the
detection, the team also used yeast as a biological microlens and trapped yeast using fiber
tweezers to enhance the backscattering signal of E. coli chains [114], indicating prospects
for single cell analysis and nanosensor applications.

3.3. Raman Signal Enhancement by Microsphere Superlens

Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is widely used in the analysis and sensing
of materials. The Raman enhancement method of a photonic nanojet based on microspheres
is a simple and reliable method. In 2007, Yi’s team enhanced the Raman peak of Si by
self-assembling SiO2 microspheres on a silicon substrate because of the photonic nanojet
effect produced by microspheres [119]. Transparent medium microspheres focus light to
the finite size of sub-diffraction and focus visible light strongly in the photonic nanojet. As a
result, the Raman signal of the measured object can be enhanced using microspheres [120].
In 2010, Du et al. demonstrated that a single dielectric microsphere can also enhance
the Raman signal and that the enhancement is related to the size of the microsphere [77].
As shown in Figure 6a, a Raman peak was detected at 520 cm−1 when a PS microsphere
with a refractive index of 1.59 was placed on the surface of a single crystal Si, while the
Raman spectrum of only the PS microsphere had no peak at the same wavelength. This
indicates that the characteristic peak of Si is significantly enhanced in the presence of
a microlens.

In addition, a self-assembled high refractive index droplet microlens can enhance
the Raman signal of Si wafers [115]. For bare silicon wafers or wafer regions without
droplet microlenses, the detected Raman signal was very weak. When a suspension of
the droplet microlens is placed on the silicon wafer, the microlens adheres to the silicon
wafer surface by gravity, and the Raman signal of the silicon wafer is fully enhanced. The
enhancement of the Raman signal is also different for droplet microlenses with different
diameters (Figure 6b). The combination of a microsphere superlens and a solid film can
also enhance the detection of Raman signals. Xing et al. immersed a monolayer of highly
refractive BaTiO3 microspheres into PDMS membranes and then transferred them to the
sample surface for Raman detection [121]. As shown in Figure 6c,d, flexible microspheres
embedded in thin films can enhance the Raman signal of one-dimensional carbon nan-
otubes and two-dimensional graphene. Furthermore, crystal violet molecules and Sudan I
molecules can be tracked and sensed in aqueous solutions at a concentration of 10−7 M by
coupling the flexible microsphere embedded film with silver nanoparticles or silver films.
The flexible microsphere embedded film increases the SERS of the sample by 10 times and
increases the sensing limit by at least an order of magnitude. To sense Raman signals more
flexibly, microlenses can be combined with fiber probes [122]. Laser enhancement was
achieved by focusing the incident laser on the silicon wafer surface through the micro-
sphere on the probe, and it was observed experimentally that the tapered fiber could not
effectively enhance the Raman scattering signal, and the Raman signal increased with the
distance from the Raman microscope focal length.

All of the above Raman enhancement methods use fixed microspheres to enhance
localized areas underneath them for single point acquisition of the sample. Recently, some
researchers achieved Raman mapping enhancement of samples using microspheres [123].
As shown in Figure 6e,f, 5 μm SiO2 microspheres attached to two vertical optical fibers
were placed on a polysilicon substrate. As the sample is mapped, the microsphere stays
under the laser beam of the objective lens and at the position of the microscope objective
while the substrate moves below it. Therefore, all points of the image can be enhanced, and
the signal enhancement at each point is ×4.
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Figure 6. Raman enhancement of the microsphere lens. (a) Raman spectra of a Si wafer without PS
microsphere (i) and with PS microsphere (ii); (b) Raman scattering intensity of different diameters
of C10H7Br microlenses on silicon wafers; Raman spectra of microspheres with and without high
refractive index on (c) 1D carbon nanotubes and (d) 2D graphene; Raman mapping (e) with and
(f) without microlens.

4. Super-Resolution Imaging by Photonic Nanojets

4.1. Optical Imaging of Nanostructures with Movable Microspheres

Microsphere lenses can be prepared by a variety of materials and methods [124–127],
allowing high-resolution optical imaging of solid nanostructures at very low light intensi-
ties. As shown in Figure 7a, Wang et al. used SiO2 microspheres with a diameter of 4.74 μm
to image a gold-plated porous anodic aluminum oxide film with a diameter of 50 nm under
white light conditions [44]. This method achieves real-time, label-free super-resolution
imaging under white light conditions. Darafsheh et al. [63] immersed 5 μm BaTiO3 micro-
spheres in a liquid and achieved imaging of nanoplasmonic samples with a gap of 50–60 nm
under irradiation at a wavelength of 405 nm (Figure 7b). In addition, super-resolution
imaging of 250 nm metal fringes was achieved by the nano-scale flat spherical microlens
prepared by chemically assembling the organic molecule hydroquinone from bottom to
top [118]. Lee et al. used TiO2 with a diameter of 60 μm and a refractive index of 2.2
to wrap ZnO, and the structure of 100–200 nm on Blu-ray discs was observed using a
standard optical microscope [128]. Furthermore, Fan et al. [129] compactly stacked 45 nm
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anatase TiO2 nanoparticles with a transparent refractive index of 2.55 using a solid-phase
fluidic method. When a superlens comprising TiO2 was located on a semiconductor wafer
containing a parallel line pattern or a dotted line pattern, an image with a pitch of 60 nm
and a complex structure of 50 nm was observed (Figure 7c). Dhama et al. [130] theoreti-
cally and experimentally demonstrated that a superlens comprising TiO2 nanoparticles
consistently outperformed BaTiO3 microspheres in terms of imaging contrast, sharpness,
field of view, and resolution because the tightly stacked 15 nm anatase TiO2 nanoparticle
composites have tiny air gaps between the particles, causing a dense scattering medium.
Moreover, TiO2 has almost no visible wavelength of energy dissipation. As a result, this
near-field coupling effect between adjacent nanoparticles can be effectively propagated
through the medium over long distances. The nanoparticle-synthesized medium will have
the unusual ability to transform far-field illumination into large-area, nanoscale fading-
wave illumination focused on the surface of an object in the near-field region. In addition,
Wang et al. [131] used cylindrical spider silk under a traditional white light microscope
with a wavelength of 600 nm to clearly distinguish 100 nm objects. This is due to the
near-field interaction between the spider silk and the underlying nano-object, which causes
the high spatial frequency evanescent wave at the surface boundary to be converted into a
propagating wave. However, under dry conditions, super-resolution imaging cannot be
achieved with spider silk. When isopropanol is used to fill regional gaps, the object can
be super-resolution imaged due to the capillary binding force that occurs in the interface
area. When the incident angle changes, the distance between the object and the lens also
changes, so that the magnification factor can be adjusted.

To further increase the field of view of the microspheres in super-resolution imaging,
large-area imaging can be achieved at a controllable position. Li et al. achieved stable and
controllable image scanning of samples using chemical dynamics to drive the microsphere
lens [132]. In addition, various attempts have been made to improve the field of view of
microspheres in super-resolution imaging and achieve large-area imaging in a controllable
position [133,134]. Krivitsky et al. achieved sample imaging of gold split squares deposited
on silicon substrates with 73 nm gaps using a micropipette for accurate positioning between
the squares [135], as shown in Figure 7d. The microsphere can also be combined with
the cantilever of an atomic force microscope. The position of the microsphere can be
changed by moving the cantilever, so that near-field information of the target position can
be collected, and super-resolution images of any sample area can be obtained [136]. As
shown in Figure 7e, the microspheres on the cantilever are used to approach the sample
to realize imaging of the disc with a spacing of 80 nm. Moreover, the fiber probe can
also act as a cantilever to improve the flexibility of imaging, using fiber tweezers to trap
cells and scan the characters etched on the silicon substrate at a rate of ~20 μm/s [79], as
shown in Figure 7f. Additionally, a 2 × 2 C10H7Br droplet microlens array was assembled
using optical tweezers [115] and the assembled droplet microlens was transferred to the
polystyrene nanoparticle surface of the stack, where the contour of the nanoparticle became
apparent in the field of view of the microscope (Figure 7g). Allen et al. [137] used high
refractive index (n = 2) BaTiO3 microspheres embedded in PDMS films to achieve large area
imaging of 60 nm Au dimer spacing and 15 nm butterfly junction arrays. Zhang et al. [138]
used BaTiO3 microspheres embedded in PDMS films to image the streak structure on the
surface of a Blu-ray disc (Figure 7h). Furthermore, through the dynamic scanning imaging
mode of the microlens array and the superimposed reconstruction mode of the random
microlens array area imaging, a 900 μm2 surface image stitched by 210 images was realized
(Figure 7i), which can reduce the number of images needed, improve imaging efficiency,
and improve the observation range.
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Figure 7. Optical imaging of nanostructures with microspheres. (a) SiO2 microspheres on gold-plated
porous anodic aluminum oxide film; (b) BaTiO3 microspheres on nano-plasma samples with a gap of
50–60 nm; (c) TiO2 microsphere superlenses on 60 nm wafers; (d) Magnified image of gold splitting
square nanostructures imaged using microspheres combined with micropipettes; (e) Magnified image
of a microsphere combined with an AFM cantilever against a DVD; (f) Optical images of nanopatterns
trapped on the fiber of a biomagnifier; (g) Optical images of PS nanoparticles by a 2 × 2 microlens
array; (h) Large-area imaging of Blu-ray discs by BaTiO3 microlenses; (i) The Blu-ray disc surface
recorded using the random microlens array area imaging superimposed reconstruction mode.

4.2. Super-Resolution Imaging of Living Cells by Photonic Nanojets

The combination of microsphere superlenses and an optical imaging device for biologi-
cal imaging and analysis has been confirmed by many researchers. Fluorescence microscopy
is generally used to observe cell structure and image bacteria, but the observation of specific
biological organelles in vitro requires staining [139]. In 2014, Yang et al. [140] combined
fluorescence microscopy with BaTiO3 microspheres with a refractive index n = 1.92 and
a diameter of 60 μm to image several different organelles in the alpha mouse liver 12
(AML12) cell line. As shown in Figure 8a, the traditional optical microscope can be used
to identify the existence of centrioles, but it cannot observe their fine structure. The ring
structure and γ-tubulin fluorescence labeling of the two centrioles was observed when the
microsphere was placed above the centrosome, and even the junction of the two centrioles
was identified. The mitochondria were then stained, and the fluorescence images of mito-
chondria were obtained using traditional light microscopy and microspheres. The complex
shapes of the mitochondria were distinguished using BaTiO3 microspheres. The influence
of liquid evaporation on the imaging effect can be reduced by embedding the microspheres
in transparent film and imaging with an inverted microscope. Darafsheh et al. obtained
conventional fluorescence micrographs of cells under a fluorescence imaging mode by
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immersing 130 μm BaTiO3 microspheres in PDMS films and placing them on the specimen
under excitation at 365 nm [64]. At an excitation of 594 nm, the BaTiO3 microspheres act as
an auxiliary microlens to form a magnified virtual image below the sample surface. The
red lesions of proton beam induced double-stranded DNA breaks were observed through
the objective lens (Figure 8b).

In addition, the super-resolution imaging of certain organisms can be performed
without fluorescent labeling. Li et al. used BaTiO3 microspheres with a refractive index
of 1.9 and diameter of 100 μm to image adenovirus at 75 nm under white light without
fluorescent labeling or staining [59]. When BaTiO3 microspheres were placed on the virus,
the adenovirus could not be distinguished using a low magnification objective. When
passed through a high-magnification objective, the microsphere converted the evanescent
wave in the near field into an amplified extended wave in the far field through a frustrated
total internal reflection mechanism, and individual adenoviruses were resolved and imaged
below the sample surface (Figure 8c). The focusing of light by the microspheres forms
a nanojet, which transmits the converted propagating waves to the space outside the
sphere, which plays an important role in enhancing the image contrast. Furthermore,
Chernomyrdin et al. used a method of the terahertz solid immersion microscope to focus
electromagnetic waves to the evanescent field volume through a lens, thereby reducing the
size of the terahertz beam caustics [141]. When articular hyaline cartilage of male sheep
is placed on the scanning window of the system, the tissue ellipsoid of sub-wavelength
diameter can be distinguished.

The optical imaging of subcellular structures is generally achieved by the combination
of a microsphere lens and microscope. However, trapping the microlens with fiber tweezers
can magnify and image any position of the biological sample in real time. As shown in
Figure 8d, it is difficult to distinguish the bilayer structure of the fibrous cytoskeleton and
cell membrane in the cell under an ordinary light microscope, and yet, after trapping the cell
microlens with fiber tweezers and placing it above the epithelial cells, the bilayer structure
of the fibrous cytoskeleton and cell membrane were clearly observed by enhancing the
interaction between light and matter through the interference of incident and reflected
light [79]. At the same time, Li et al. performed a numerical simulation analysis on the
semi-immersed microlens above the mirror and obtained the focused photonic nanojet of
the microlens. The theoretical imaging resolution is 85 nm, which is slightly smaller than
the experimental resolution. This deviation is mainly due to the geometric configuration
and refractive index of the cell microlens is defined as completely symmetrical and uniform
in the simulation. In addition, Wang et al. proposed the use of atomic force microscopy in
combination with microlenses to achieve large-area observations of living cell morphology
or submembrane structures at sub-diffraction limited resolution [142]. As Figure 8e shows
a fluorescent picture of C2C12 cells, the actin filaments in the cells can be clearly observed
by moving the 56 μm diameter BaTiO3 microspheres to the cell surface with the cantilever
of an AFM, which is an important step for real-time monitoring of the status of a cell.
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Figure 8. Super-resolution imaging of organisms. (a) Imaging of centrioles (I–II) and mitochondria
(III–IV) of mouse hepatocyte lineage cells using conventional fluorescence microscopy and micro-
sphere superlenses; (b) Optical images of cells without (I) and with (II) a microlens, and fluorescence
images of cell nuclear double-stranded DNA imaging without a microlens (III) and with a micro-
sphere superlens (IV); (c) SEM images of adenovirus by BaTiO3 microspheres under white light (I)
and imaging under BaTiO3 (II).; (d) Imaging of the bilayer structure of the fibrous cytoskeleton and
cell membrane without a microlens (I) and with a cellular lens (II); (e) Fluorescence imaging of C2C12
cells (I) and enhanced images with 56 μm diameter microsphere superlenses (II).

5. Conclusions and Outlook

This review systematically describes the application and progress of microsphere
lenses in nano-optical trapping, sensing, and imaging from the types and principles of
microsphere lenses. Thanks to the advantages of simple preparation, microsphere lenses
provide a simple method for super-resolution imaging of biological samples and sensing
of tiny particles, with potential value in biomedicine, microfluidics and nanophotonics.
For another, microspheres can be combined with optical fibers, optical tweezers, and other
tools to improve flexibility. Therefore, microspheres are expected to be constructed as
photonic devices for biomedical imaging and real-time monitoring of samples, providing
more promising technologies for biophotonics, nanophotonics, and biomedicine.

Most of the optical sensing and imaging based on microlenses are performed in vitro.
However, these in vitro conditions cannot fully reflect the biological environment and
conditions in vivo. Because the microlens is implantable, it has broad application prospects
in in vivo nanomanipulation and biological detection. In addition, optical tweezers or
optical traps provide a unique method of manipulating and controlling biological objects
both in vivo and in vitro. The strong laser of light capture is prone to optical damage,
which limits the exposure time of the captured sample. The photonic nanojet generated by
the microlens may overcome optical opticution and allow the optical trapping of living
cells to be widely implemented.
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Abstract: The photonic hook (PH) is a new type of curved light beam, which has promising applica-
tions in various fields such as nanoparticle manipulation, super-resolution imaging, and so forth.
Herein, we proposed a new approach of utilizing patchy microcylinders for the generation of PHs.
Numerical simulation based on the finite-difference time-domain method was used to investigate
the field distribution characteristics of the PHs. By rotating the patchy microcylinder, PHs with
different curvatures can be effectively generated, and the PH with a bending angle of 28.4◦ and a
full-width-half-maximum of 0.36 λ can be obtained from 1 μm-diameter patchy microcylinders.

Keywords: photonic hook; photonic jet; patchy particles; microspheres

1. Introduction

Photonic nanojets (PJs) are narrow, high-intensity, non-evanescent light beams gen-
erated at the shadow side of dielectric particles when irradiating the particles with light
waves [1]. They can propagate a distance longer than the wavelength of the incident light
while keeping a minimum beamwidth smaller than λ/2, λ is the wavelength of the incident
light [2]. PJs show promising applications in various fields, such as micromaching [3],
single-particle manipulation [4], optical sensing [5,6], super-resolution imaging [7–10], and
so forth. Within this context, many efforts have been made to design dielectric particles
that can generate PJs with special characteristics [11,12].

In 2015, Minin et al. theoretically discovered a new type of PJ, which has a curved
structure similar to the shape of a hook [13]. They called the curved PJ as a photonic
hook (PH). The PH is formed when electromagnetic waves pass through a dielectric trape-
zoid particle composed of a cuboid and a triangular prism. The combined effects of the
phase velocity difference and the interference of the waves lead to a curved high-intensity
focus [14]. The PH phenomenon was later experimentally observed in the terahertz and op-
tical range [15,16]. It can also be applied to the generation of curved surface plasmons [17].

PHs can be effectively generated from dielectric particles with asymmetric geometries,
such as dielectric trapezoids [14,15] and dielectric cylinders with glass cuboids inside [18],
or by using particles with an asymmetric distribution of refractive index (RI), such as Janus
particles [19], Janus microbar [20], and so forth. Rotating the particles or adjusting the
shape of the particles can effectively change the characteristics of the generated PHs [19].
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Special illumination conditions, such as partial illumination [16,21] and nonuniform illu-
mination [22], can also be used to generate PHs. In this way, PHs can be generated using
microcylinders with a symmetric geometry and a uniform RI distribution [16,22]. In addi-
tion to obtaining PHs in the transmission mode, Liu et al. proposed the formation of PHs
in the reflection mode [23], in which they used dielectric-coated concave hemicylindrical
mirrors to bend the reflected light beams. Geints et al. also proposed the formation of PHs
in the specular-reflection mode under the oblique illumination of a super-contrast dielectric
particle [24]. Moreover, multiple PHs can be effectively generated using twin-ellipse micro-
cylinders [25], adjacent dielectric cylinders [26] and two coherent illuminations [27]. The
PHs have promising applications in various fields, for example, nanoparticle manipulation
and cell redistribution [12,28]. Recently, Shang et al. reported the super-resolution imaging
using patchy microspheres [29]. Unlike conventional microspheres, which have a symmet-
ric PJ, the patchy microspheres have a curved focusing and show an improved imaging
performance due to the asymmetric illumination. Asymmetric illumination is a technique
to enhance the imaging contrast in conventional bright-field microscopic systems [30], and
now it is widely used in computational microscopic imaging to produce phase contrast [31].
In addition, Minin et al. reported the contrast-enhanced terahertz microscopy under the
near-field oblique subwavelength illumination based on the PHs formed by dielectric
mesoscale particles [32].

In this work, we show that the PHs can be generated using patchy particles of dielec-
tric microcylinders that are partially covered with Ag thin films. Numerical simulation
based on the finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) method was performed to investigate
the characteristics of the PHs. The spatial distribution of the Poynting vector and the
streamlines of the energy flow in the simulated light field were given to illustrate the
formation mechanism of the PHs. By adjusting the RI of the background, the diameter
of the patchy microcylinder and the opening angle of the Ag films, PHs with various
curvatures and intensity enhancement abilities can be effectively formed. In addition, the
method of tuning PHs by rotating patchy microcylinders was also discussed in this paper.

2. Simulation Method

Figures 1a,b are the schematic drawing of the 3D stereogram and 2D sectional view
of the investigated model. A dielectric microcylinder was created for two-dimensional
simulation with the FDTD method using Lumerical FDTD Solutions. The top surface of the
cylinder is covered with a 100 nm-thick Ag film. As shown in Figure 1b, an intense focusing
of light will occur on the rear side of the cylinder when a P-polarized monochromatic plane
wave (λ = 550 nm) propagating parallelly to the X axis passes through the cylinder. In this
study, the RI of the cylinder is set to be 1.9, the same as the RI of BaTiO3 (BTG), a high-index
dielectric material widely used in microsphere-based applications [3,9]. The diameter of the
cylinder varies between 1–35 μm and the RI of the background changes between 1.00–1.52.
For the entire computational domain, non-uniform meshes with RI-dependent element
size were used and all of them are smaller than λ/50. As shown in Figure 1b, the PH’s
degree of curvature is defined by the bending angle β, which is the angle between the two
lines connecting the start point with the hot point, and the hot point with the end point
of the PH, respectively. The hot point is defined as the point with the largest intensity
enhancement (Imax), and the end point is defined as the point on the middle line of the PH
with an intensity enhancement factor of Imax/e [16,23]. The hook height increment H and
the subtense L of the curved photonic flux are also shown in Figure 1b.
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Figure 1. Schematics of a patchy microcylinder illuminated by plane waves: (a) 3D stereogram and
(b) 2D sectional view.

3. Results and Discussion

First, we compared the optical field of the 35 μm-diameter pristine cylinder and patchy
cylinder under plane wave illumination. The background medium here is microscope
immersion oil (MIO, n2 = 1.52). As shown in Figure 2a, the incident light passing through
the pristine cylinder forms a conventional PJ on the shadow side of the cylinder. The
generated PJ has a symmetric |E|2 distribution with the the midline of the PJ as the center
of symmetry. On the contrary, as for the patchy cylinder shown in Figure 2b, the upper part
of the incident light is blocked by the Ag film covered on the top surface of the cylinder,
so only the lower part of the incident light can enter the patchy cylinder. A curved light
beam, that is, a PH, with a bending angle β = 12.5◦, a hook height increment H = 1.51 μm
and a subtense L = 28.81 μm is generated at the rear side of the cylinder. Compared with
the pristine cylinder, the patchy cylinder has a smaller intensity enhancement ability, as the
Imax is 36.0 and 14.3 for pristine and patchy cylinders, respectively.

Figure 2. (a) PJ formed by a 35 μm-diameter pristine BTG microcylinder immersed in MIO; (b) PH
formed by a 35 μm-diameter patchy BTG microcylinder immersed in MIO; (c,d) Corresponding
Poynting vector of (c) the pristine microcylinder and (d) the patchy microcylinder.

As reported in the previous work [19,23], the formation mechanism of PJs and PHs
can be analyzed using the time-averaged Poynting vector. In this work, the Poynting vector
(blue conical arrows) of the optical field of the pristine and patchy cylinders under plane
wave illumination is simulated with the FDTD method (Figure 2c,d), and the corresponding
field-lines of the Poynting vector distribution are shown as the black lines in Figure 2a,b.
As shown in Figure 2c, the spatial distribution of the Poynting vector inside and near the
pristine cylinder is symmetric to the midline of the PJ (Figure 2c). Because the length of the
conical arrows is proportional to the value of energy flux, the area containing longer arrows
indicates a higher energy flux in that area. We can see that the energy flow corresponding
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to the pristine cylinder’s optical field is focused into a classical PJ at the shadow side of the
cylinder (Figure 2c). However, as for patchy cylinders, part of the incident light is reflected
backwards to the space by the Ag film, which breaks the symmetry of illumination and
makes the energy flow inside the microcylinder unbalanced. This asymmetric flow of
energy is then focused into a curved beam after leaving the patchy cylinder, as shown
in Figure 2d.

Next, the background medium was changed to air (n2 = 1.0) (Figure 3a) and water
(n2 = 1.33) (Figure 3b) in order to investigate the influence of background RI on the charac-
teristics of PHs. As shown in Figure 3a, when the background RI is 1.0, the light entering
the microcylinder will be reflected multiple times by the Ag film. The direction of light
propagation is thus changed from Path 1 to Path 2 on the first reflection, and then from Path
2 to Path 3 on the second reflection. When the background RI is 1.33, the patchy cylinder
forms a jet-like beam with a bending angle β = 15.4◦. The subtense and height increment
of the beam are L = 6.17 μm and H = 0.30 μm, respectively. The beam has the greatest
intensity outside the cylinder with an enhancement factor of Imax = 24.8. Considering that
water is one of the most commonly used biocompatible materials, studying the PHs in
water is of great importance for the practical applications of such curved beams. Therefore,
we will use n2 = 1.33 as the RI of the background medium in the following studies.

Figure 3. Optical fields of 35 μm-diameter patchy microcylinders immersed in (a) air and (b) water.

The influence of particle diameter on the characteristics of PHs is also investigated in
this study. Patchy cylinders of various diameters between 1 μm and 20 μm are illuminated
with plane waves (λ = 550 nm). The RI of the cylinder and the background medium is
fixed at n1 = 1.90 and n2 = 1.33, respectively. As shown in Figure 4a, a 20 μm-diameter
patchy cylinder generates a PH with a bending angle β = 17.6◦, a hook height increment
H = 0.52 μm and a subtense L = 7.19 μm. The cross-sectional intensity profiles of the
PH retrieved from the orange dash lines also confirm the curved trajectory of the Imax
position along the X axis (Figure 4b). We found that the PHs generated by smaller patchy
cylinders have a slightly greater curvature and a smaller subtense length and height
increment, as the 10 μm- and 5 μm-diameter patchy cylinders can produce PHs with
β = 18.8◦, L = 3.03 μm, H = 0.10 μm (Figure 4c) and β = 20.2◦, L = 1.33 μm, H = 0.05 μm
(Figure 4d), respectively. The intensity enhancement ability is found to be weaker in small
particles. The Imax = 13.3 (Figure 4a), 10.4 (Figure 4c), 7.3 (Figure 4d) for 20 μm-, 10 μm-,
5 μm-diameter patchy cylinders, respectively. This difference in intensity enhancement
ability is due to the fact that large particles can collect more light waves and focus them
onto a narrow space, leading to a higher Imax at the focal point. However, there is no PH
phenomenon in the optical field of patchy cylinders when the cylinder diameter is reduced
to 2 μm (Figure 4e) and 1 μm (Figure 4f), because the light scattering of dielectric particles
with a diameter close to the wavelength of the incident light tend to be localized in the
forward direction and no jet-like fields can be generated [11].
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Figure 4. (a) Optical field of the 20 μm-diameter patchy microcylinder and (b) the cross-sectional
profiles of the corresponding PH. (c–f) Optical fields of the patchy microcylinders with a diameter of
(c) 10 μm, (d) 5 μm, (e) 2 μm and (f) 1 μm.

In this study, we showed that the curvature of PHs can be changed by rotating the
patchy cylinder. As shown in Figure 5a, a 35 μm-diameter patchy cylinder (n1 = 1.9) fully
immersed in water (n2 = 1.33) with 1/4 of its surface covered by Ag films (α = 90◦) is
used for demonstration. The patchy cylinder is rotated clockwise around the center of the
cylinder. The rotation angle (θ) is defined as the angle between the horizontal line and the
left edge of the Ag film. θ is negative when the left edge of the Ag film is lower than the
horizontal line, and positive when the left edge of the Ag film is higher than the horizontal
line. As shown in Figure 5a, the PH with a bending angle β = 12.1◦ is generated when the
patchy cylinder has a rotation angle θ = −10◦. Increasing θ from −10◦ to 30◦ leads to the
formation of PHs with a higher curvature (Figure 5d). The PH with a maximum bending
angle β = 23.4◦ can be generated at α = 30◦ (Figure 5b). Then, the curvature of the PHs
becomes smaller as θ is further increased from 30◦ to 90◦ (Figure 5d). However, when θ is
between 45◦ and 80◦, the light beams formed at the shadow side of the patchy cylinder is
similar to a PJ, and its intensity distribution is approximately symmetric to the midline of
the model, as shown in the inset of Figure 5d. The bending angle of the PH decreases to
β = 15.2◦ at θ = 90◦ (Figure 5c).

As shown by the black line in Figure 5e, the subtense L of the PH increases from
13.33 μm to 18.23 μm when θ increases from −10◦ to 20◦, and then it decreases to 15.18 μm
when θ further increases to 45◦. When θ is between 45◦ and 80◦, the focused light has a
structure similar to a symmetric PJ (the inset of Figure 5d). The light beams show a curved
shape again when θ is between 80◦ and 90◦ (Figure 5c), and the subtense L decreases from
17.68 μm to 15.10 μm when increasing θ from 80◦ to 90◦. The PH’s height increment H at
different rotation angles θ is shown as the red dots in Figure 5e, and its changing trend
is similar to that of the subtense L. As shown by the red line in Figure 5e, the maximum
height increment is obtained at θ = 30◦ with H = 1.56 μm. Then, the height increment drops
to H = 1.07 μm when θ increases from 30◦ to 45◦. When θ is between 80◦ and 90◦, the height
increment decreases as the rotation angle increases, with a value of H = 1.32 μm (θ = 80◦)
and H = 0.97 μm (θ = 90◦), respectively.
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Figure 5. (a–c) PHs generated by the 35 μm-diameter patchy cylinder at different rotation angles:
(a) θ = −10◦, (b) θ = 30◦, (c) θ = 90◦. (d–g) Characteristics of the PHs as a function of rotation angle θ:
(d) bending angle β and the focus of a patchy particle at θ = 60◦ (the inset), (e) subtense L (black line)
and hook height increment H (red line), (f) maximum intensity enhancement factor Imax (black line)
and the corresponding FWHM (red line), (g) distance between the Imax position and the right edge of
the cylinder (CP).

Figure 5f,g shows the value of Imax (black line in Figure 5f), the corresponding full
width at half maximum (FWHM) (red line in Figure 5f) and the position of Imax (Figure 5g)
at different rotation angles. The distance between the Imax position and the right edge of the
cylinder is denoted CP. We found that the patchy cylinder has the greatest focusing ability
(Figure 5f) and the farthest focal point (Figure 5g) when θ is between 45◦ and 70◦, but the
light beams focused by the patchy cylinder have a structure similar to a PJ, as shown in the
inset of Figure 5d. Therefore, the patchy cylinder with a rotation angle θ = 30◦ shows the
strongest bending ability as well as a good focusing performance.

Next, we changed the diameter of the patchy cylinders between 1 μm and 10 μm,
while keeping the opening angle α of the Ag film as 90◦, the rotation angle θ of the patchy
cylinder as 30◦, and the RI of the cylinder and the background medium as n1 = 1.90 and
n2 = 1.33, respectively. As shown in Figure 6, in all four cases, the light beams with a
curved structure are formed on the shadow side of the plane-wave illuminated patchy
cylinder. Different from the results obtained using the patchy cylinders with half of their
surfaces covered with Ag films (α = 180◦) (Figure 4e,f), the patchy cylinders with a smaller
coverage of Ag film (α = 90◦) can generate PHs even when the diameter of the cylinder
is below 5 μm (Figure 6c,d). The curvature β of the PH increases and the subtense L and
the height increment H of the PH decrease as the diameter of the cylinder decreases. The
characteristics of the PHs are β = 21.2◦, L = 6.31 μm, H = 0.50 μm (Figure 6a), β = 24.3◦,
L = 3.26 μm, H = 0.21 μm (Figure 6b), β = 26.9◦, L = 2.40 μm, H = 0.05 μm (Figure 6c) and
β = 28.4◦, L = 0.55 μm, H = 0.01 μm (Figure 6d) for 10 μm-, 5 μm-, 2 μm- and 1 μm-diameter
patchy cylinders, respectively. We also found that the PHs generated from small particles
have a smaller FWHM at the Imax position. In this study, the minimum FWHM at the Imax
position is 196 nm, corresponding to ∼ 0.36 λ, which is generated from the 1 μm-diameter
patchy cylinder (Figure 6d).
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The patchy particles proposed in this work can be fabricated using the glancing angle
deposition (GLAD) method. The GLAD is a technique that transports vapor deposition to
a target at an inclined angle relative to the plane of the particle arrays [33,34]. In the GLAD
process, particles within the same monolayer act as deposition masks for neighboring
particles and thus patchy particles can be produced in a single deposition at a high yield
of around 3.2 × 105 patchy particles per 1 cm2 area for 2 μm-diameter microspheres. The
GLAD technique allows the precise positioning of patches onto the particle surface by
controlling geometric parameters like the deposition angle, the diameter of particles, and
so forth. In addition, the GLAD technique can be applied to the deposition of functional
patches with various optical properties, such as the anti-reflection coating, thin-film po-
larizers, and so forth. Multiple patches can be fabricated on a single particle using GLAD
technology multiple times.

Figure 6. Optical fields of the patchy microcylinders with α = 90◦ and θ = 30◦. The diameter of the
cylinder is (a) 10 μm, (b) 5 μm, (c) 2 μm and (d) 1 μm, respectively.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, the generation of PHs from patchy microcylinders was investigated in
detail in this study. The patchy microcylinders are dielectric cylinders whose surface is
partially covered with Ag thin films. The fabrication of patchy cylinders can be realized
using the GLAD method. Numerical simulation based on the FDTD method was used to
investigate the characteristics of the PHs. By rotating a 35 μm-diameter patchy cylinder
around its center, the bending angle of the PH can be changed between 12.1◦ and 23.7◦,
the subtense of the PH can be changed between 13.33 μm and 18.23 μm, and the height
increment of the PH varies between 0.67 μm and 1.56 μm. PHs with a bending angle of
28.4◦ and a FWHM of 0.36 λ can be obtained by using a 1 μm-diameter patchy cylinder.
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Abstract: The diffraction limit is a fundamental barrier in optical microscopy, which restricts the
smallest resolvable feature size of a microscopic system. Microsphere-based microscopy has proven
to be a promising tool for challenging the diffraction limit. Nevertheless, the microspheres have a low
imaging contrast in air, which hinders the application of this technique. In this work, we demonstrate
that this challenge can be effectively overcome by using partially Ag-plated microspheres. The
deposited Ag film acts as an aperture stop that blocks a portion of the incident beam, forming a
photonic hook and an oblique near-field illumination. Such a photonic hook significantly enhanced
the imaging contrast of the system, as experimentally verified by imaging the Blu-ray disc surface
and colloidal particle arrays.

Keywords: photonic jet; photonic hook; patchy particle; microspheres; super-resolution imaging

1. Introduction

Optical microscopes (OMs) are one of the most important tools for scientific research.
Due to the Abbe diffraction limit, conventional OMs cannot resolve two objects closer
than 0.5λ/NA, where λ is the incident wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture of
the microscope. Therefore, an OM equipped with a near-unity NA objective and a white
light source (λ ∼ 550–600 nm) has a resolution limit of 300 nm. Within this context, many
different methods have been proposed to overcome this limitation. In 2009, Lee et al.
successfully used nanoscale spherical lenses to resolve features beyond the diffraction
limit [1]. Later, Wang et al. demonstrated the super-resolution imaging of 50 nm features
using dielectric microspheres under white light illumination [2]. Smaller features, i.e.,
15–25 nm nanogaps, can be resolved with microspheres under a confocal microscope [3,4].
Since the resolution of an imaging system is often measured by the point spread function
(PSF) instead of by the resolved feature size, Allen et al. developed a convolution-based
resolution analysis method and derived the best resolution for microsphere nanoscopy is
∼λ/6–λ/7 [4]. Microsphere-assisted imaging has the advantages of simple operation, no
fluorescent labeling, and good compatibility with commercial OMs. To obtain high-quality
images, various parameters affecting the imaging performance of microspheres have
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been studied, such as illumination conditions [5], microsphere diameters [6], immersion
mode [7–9], and immersion materials [10–12].

Currently, most microsphere-assisted imaging methods use high-refractive-index
microspheres in a liquid environment [13–17]. Nevertheless, the imaging performance
of the microspheres can be affected by the shape of air–liquid interfaces as well as the
refractive index distribution of liquid films. Moreover, samples may be contaminated or
even damaged in liquid. Only a small amount of research has been done to improve the
imaging performance of microspheres in air, such as improving illumination conditions [5],
optimizing the diameter and the refractive index of microspheres [18], using plano-convex-
microsphere (PCM) lens design [19,20], and using a microsphere lens group [21].

Patchy particles are anisotropic particles having two or more different physical or
chemical properties on their surfaces. They are considered as promising materials for
biomedical, environmentally friendly, and sustainable applications, such as biosensing,
drug delivery, water decontamination, hydrogen production, etc. [22,23]. Patchy particles
are also a type of optical functional materials. For example, the mirror made of Ag-coated
patchy particles can have optical responses to external electric and magnetic fields, and its
optical reflectivity can be adjusted in real-time by changing the external fields [24]. Here
we present the performance of super-resolution imaging in air using patchy microspheres.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study showing that patchy microspheres are
suitable for super-resolution imaging. The patchy particles can generate a curved photonic
jet, i.e., photonic hook, due to their structural asymmetry [25–27], which is shown to be
useful in boosting the imaging contrast and quality in this work. The results will contribute
to the further advancement of the microsphere-based optical nanoscopy/microscopy tech-
niques and facilitate their applications in nanotechnology, life sciences, etc.

2. Materials and Methods

Figure 1a illustrates the schematic drawing of the patchy microsphere fabrication by
glancing angle deposition (GLAD) method [28]. BaTiO3 glass (BTG, 27–35 μm diameter,
n = 1.9, Microspheres-Nanospheres, USA) were self-assembled into monolayers by drop-
casting a small amount of BTG powders on a glass slide followed by using water to compact
them together. The microsphere arrays were then coated with 100 nm thick Ag films by
physical vapor deposition (PVD) (1 Å/s) at a constant angle (α = 60◦). We chose Ag because
it has been used in microsphere-assisted microscopy to modify the optical properties of the
substrate on which the sample is fixed [29] or the sample itself [30], in order to achieve the
desired imaging quality. After deposition, a stream of deionized water was used to transfer
the microspheres from the glass slide to the observation sample. We call the fabricated
patchy BTG microspheres p-BTG particles.

The p-BTG particles were observed with a commercial reflected light microscope (Axio
AX10, Carl Zeiss) for super-resolution imaging (Figure 1b). The microspheres collected near-
field nanoscale information from a Blu-ray disk (BD) surface and generated a magnified real
image above the sample, which was then captured by the objective lens. This is confirmed
by the imaging plane that is above the substrate, in contrast to virtual imaging whose
image plane is down into the substrate. The entire imaging process was performed in
air. A 20 × objective (NA = 0.4, EC EPIPLAN, Carl Zeiss) was used for imaging with the
p-BTG particles. The system was illuminated by a white light source (HAL 100, Carl Zeiss).
All the experimental results were recorded using a high-speed scientific complementary
metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) camera (DFC295, Leica). The Leica Application Suite
X (LAS X) software was used to take optical microscopic images with the camera and to
measure the intensity profiles from the recorded images. The magnification factor (M) was
obtained by dividing the period of the intensity profiles by the period of the BD pattern.
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Figure 1. (a) Fabrication of patchy BTG (p-BTG) particle by glancing angle deposition method;
(b) experimental setup of super-resolution imaging with p-BTG lens; (c) SEM image and (d) OM
image of BD substrate (lines not resolved); (e,f) SEM images of p-BTG particle after Ag deposition;
(g) SEM image of p-BTG particle transferred on BD substrate.

Figure 1c shows the scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image of the top surface
of the BD sample in this study. It has a strip pattern with 300 nm periodicity, including
200 nm track width and 100 nm gap between two adjacent tracks. The pattern of the
BD cannot be resolved by conventional OM method with diffraction-limited resolution
of λ/2NA = 550/0.8 = 687.5 nm (Figure 1d). The p-BTG microspheres after depositing
100 nm Ag by the GLAD method (α = 60◦) are shown in Figure 1e. There are some
elliptical shadows on the left side of the microspheres (white arrow, Figure 1e), because the
microspheres blocked the transportation of Ag vapor from the source to the substrate
during deposition. The corresponding SEM image of the p-BTG particle arrays also
confirms the presence of Ag patches on the microspheres (Figure 1f). Figure 1g shows a
p-BTG on a BD sample, in which both the Ag patch and the strip pattern can be observed.

3. Results and Discussion

In this study, the imaging performance of BTG and p-BTG microlenses in air were
compared with each other. As shown in Figure 2a, the BTG particle in air formed a
magnified, low-contrast, real image of the strip pattern above the BD. The gap between the
two neighboring tracks was 2.5 μm at the clearest image position, corresponding to a M
of ∼8.3×. Here, the super-resolution image formed by the BTG microsphere has a poor
quality, with very low imaging contrast, which is not sufficient for most of the practical
applications. On the contrary, as shown in Figure 2b, the new p-BTG microspheres generate
significantly improved super-resolution images, both in quality and contrast. The imaging
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contrast has been boosted by a factor of ∼6.5, as shown in Figure 2c by retrieved intensity
profiles along the white dash lines in Figure 2a,b. The measured magnification factor for
the p-BTG lens is about 3.9×, which is smaller than that of unpatched particles (M = 8.3×).
This is caused by different focusing characteristics of BTG and p-BTG particles which will
be discussed below.

Figure 2. (a,b) OM images of the pattern on BD surface observed through (a) pristine BTG and (b)
p-BTG with the 20 × objective; (c) optical intensity profiles across the white dash lines; (d) OM image
of the corresponding p-BTG; (e) SEM image of the 230 nm-diameter SiO2 particle arrays; (f,g) the
SiO2 particle arrays observed through (f) pristine BTG and (g) p-BTG microspheres.

Interestingly, as shown in Figure 2d, we observed two patchy textured patterns in
each p-BTG particle, but only one side of the microspheres was coated with Ag films.
The two paired patterns have a rotation angle of 180◦ between them around the center of
the microsphere. This phenomenon could be attributed to the internal reflection occurring
inside the high-index microspheres, in which case the Ag film prevents part of the incident
light from entering the microsphere and causes a shadow with the same shape on the other
side of the microsphere after multiple internal reflections.

In another imaging test, silica particles with 230 nm mean diameter (Nanorainbow
Biotechnology, Nanjing, China) were self-assembled into arrays (Figure 2e) [31,32] and
observed through BTG and p-BTG particles in air. The silica particle arrays were coated
with 20 nm Ag before observation to enhance their reflectivity. As shown in Figure 2f,g,
the p-BTG particle again demonstrates a better imaging performance over the BTG particle
when imaging a sub-diffraction-limited nanoparticle array.

In our experiments, we found that the p-BTG particles deposited on the sample
surface may have different appearances: bright, dark, or textured, and different imaging
performance, depending on the positions of Ag coatings. As shown in Figure 3a, when
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the Ag film is at the bottom of the microsphere, it is like a concave mirror that reflects the
incident light backward in a convergent way, so that more light can be collected by the
objective, leading to a bright appearance. On the contrary, the p-BTG looks dark when
the Ag film is on top of the microsphere. As shown in Figure 3b, the Ag film acts like a
convex mirror that reflects the incident beam divergently at a large angle, so that most of
the reflected light cannot be captured by the objective. The p-BTG lens shows a textured
appearance and forms a magnified real image when the Ag film is on the side of the
microsphere (Figure 3c), in which case the Ag film acts as an aperture stop, enhancing
the contrast of the image and forming a photonic hook inside the microsphere. However,
in this work the patchy particles have an uncontrolled movement during the water-flow-
assisted transfer process, the position of the Ag coatings is random after the transfer step,
so we took pictures of patchy particles with various appearances, and selected the most
representative ones to be shown in Figure 3, in order to explain the observed optical
phenomenon. Techniques such as probe-based microscale manipulation can be used to
precisely control the positions of the Ag films in the future. In addition, we found that
coating BTG particles with aluminum patches also can improve the microsphere’s imaging
contrast (Supplementary Materials Figure S1).

Figure 3. OM images of p-BTG particles when the Ag film is (a) at bottom of the microsphere, (b) on
top of the microsphere, and (c) on the side of the microsphere.

To understand the main focusing properties of the p-BTG microsphere lens, computa-
tional modeling was performed on a workstation (HP Z8, 125 GB random access memory)
using the two-dimensional (2D) finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) method with Lumer-
ical FDTD Solutions. 2D modeling is a commonly used method to investigate the light field
around dielectric particles [25,27], because 3D sphere modeling is usually not possible due
to the limited computing resource. As shown in Figure 4a,b, cylinders (D = 35 μm, n1 = 1.9)
were created for the FDTD simulation. The background medium was set to air (n2 = 1). The
area with the largest field intensity is considered as the focal point. The distance between
the focal point and the bottom edge of the particle is defined as FP, which is positive when
the focus is outside of the cylinder, and negative otherwise. As shown in Figure 4a, a plane
light (λ = 550 nm) propagating in the Y direction forms a photonic jet inside the cylinder.
Figure 4b is the FDTD simulation result of the intensity field distribution in the vicinity
of a cylinder partially covered with a 100 nm thick Ag film (β = 90◦, θ = 10◦). We can see
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the formation of a “photonic hook”, with the light path off-centered and curved due to the
asymmetry property of the incident beam caused by the Ag coating. In terms of imaging,
the oblique illumination can help the lens to capture higher orders of diffraction from the
sample [33] and enhance the phase contrast [34], which turned out to be very beneficial in
boosting the quality and the contrast in microsphere-based super-resolution imaging. This
enhancement mechanism can play an important role in developing more advanced and
reliable microsphere super-resolution imaging systems.

Figure 4. (a,b) FDTD-simulated light field of (a) the pristine BTG and (b) the p-BTG; (c) the influence
of the position of Ag films on the focusing of the p-BTG.

From Figure 4b we can also see the angled “photonic hook” beam leads to a larger
object-to-focus distance (O). Since magnification M = I/O, where I is the image plane
position and O is the object plane position, increasing O will lead to decreased M which
can explain why the p-BTG lens produces a smaller magnification factor as in experiments.

To illustrate the position effect of Ag films on BTG particle focusing, we varied the θ
angle in Figure 4b from 0◦ to 80◦, while keeping the opening angle β of the film coating as
90◦. As shown in Figure 4c, the photonic hook phenomenon is maximized at θ = 0, which
gradually decreases as θ increases up to 60◦. After this angle, the focusing does not show
a curved hook focusing effect. Increasing θ from 0◦ to 80◦ makes the focus move toward
the bottom edge of the cylinder. When θ is over 90◦, the incident light is reflected back
by the silver film and cannot reach the shadow side of the microsphere to illuminate the
object (Figure S2). In our experiments, the p-BTG particle with θ between 10◦ and 45◦
degrees is recommended for overall best performance which is a balanced choice between
magnification factor and imaging contrast enhancement.

The focusing of the pristine and patchy particles was also studied with the ray-tracing
method using the same model as for the FDTD simulation. A commercial software (TracePro,
LAMBDA) was used to perform the simulation. As shown in Figure 5, the FP of the p-BTG has
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an approximately constant value of ∼0.95 μm as the rotation angle θ of the Ag film increases
from 0◦ to 80◦. When θ is between 60◦ (Figure 5e) and 80◦ (Figure 5f), the p-BTG cylinders
have a focusing performance similar to that of the pristine BTG (Figure 5a). Compared with
the FDTD simulation, the ray tracing shows a longer focal length and the focus is outside of the
particles. This difference has been discussed in the published literature [1,2], which reported
that when particle size reduces to the super-resolution size window, the particle will have
remarkably short near-field focal length [1], and geometrical ray tracing will become invalid
and fail to predict the imaging properties for those super-resolution spheres, because light
beams propagating through such small spheres could form optical vortices and singularities
inside the sphere [2].

Figure 5. The focusing of pristine and patchy BTG particles in air simulated with the ray tracing
method: (a) a pristine BTG; (b–f) p-BTG particles with Ag films at a rotation angle of (b) θ = 0◦,
(c) θ = 10◦, (d) θ = 30◦, (e) θ = 60◦, and (f) θ = 80◦. The inset figures show the corresponding
focal points.

In conclusion, BTG microspheres with patchy coating on their surface can provide
a new strategy for improving the quality of super-resolution images obtained with high-
index microspheres in air. Due to the formation of photonic hook illumination condition,
the super-resolution imaging contrast can be improved by a factor of ∼6.5, which signif-
icantly boosts the overall imaging quality. This method enables achieving high-quality
super-resolution imaging without the use of immersion liquid, such as water or oil, opening
a new path to developing more advanced and reliable nano-imaging systems based on
engineered microsphere lenses. The method proposed in this work is in the early stages.
To make a rational design of the decorated microlenses, we still need to understand the
effects of the physical parameters (deposition material, film thickness, surface roughness,
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etc.) and the geometrical parameters (position, shape, area, etc.) of patches on microspheres’
imaging performance. It is also important to develop compatible micromanipulators for
the practical applications of the imaging system.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/
photonics8110513/s1, Figure S1: Optical microscopic image of a Blu-ray disc observed through an
aluminum-coated BTG microsphere; Figure S2: The FDTD-simulated light field of a patchy cylinder
with an opening angle β of 90◦ and a rotation angle θ of 120◦.
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Abstract: All-dielectric superlens made from micro and nano particles has emerged as a simple
yet effective solution to label-free, super-resolution imaging. High-index BaTiO3 Glass (BTG) mi-
crospheres are among the most widely used dielectric superlenses today but could potentially be
replaced by a new class of TiO2 metamaterial (meta-TiO2) superlens made of TiO2 nanoparticles. In
this work, we designed and fabricated TiO2 metamaterial superlens in full-sphere shape for the first
time, which resembles BTG microsphere in terms of the physical shape, size, and effective refractive
index. Super-resolution imaging performances were compared using the same sample, lighting,
and imaging settings. The results show that TiO2 meta-superlens performs consistently better over
BTG superlens in terms of imaging contrast, clarity, field of view, and resolution, which was further
supported by theoretical simulation. This opens new possibilities in developing more powerful,
robust, and reliable super-resolution lens and imaging systems.

Keywords: super-resolution imaging; dielectric superlens; label-free imaging; titanium dioxide

1. Introduction

The optical microscope is the most common imaging tool known for its simple de-
sign, low cost, and great flexibility. However, the imaging resolution of a classical optical
microscope is limited to almost half of its incident wavelength. The resolution limit in
optics was discovered by the German physicist Ernst Abbe in 1873 by giving the expression,
d = λ/(2NA) where d is the minimum distance between two structural elements as two
objects instead of one, λ is the illuminating wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture
of the used objective lens [1]. Such resolution limit is also known as Abbe’s diffraction
limit, which predicts the smallest objects that one can see through the objective lens of an
optical microscope. The physical origin of diffraction limit arises due to the loss of expo-
nentially decaying evanescent waves, which carry high spatial frequency subwavelength
information from an object and are not able to propagate in the far-field [2]. This limits the
resolution of subwavelength structures and results in an imperfect image. In this regard,
several methods have been implemented to circumvent this resolution limit by converting
these evanescent waves to propagating waves reaching the far-field. Near-field scanning
optical microscope (NSOM) invented by D.W. Pohl is known as the first high-resolution
imaging technique, which exploits nanoscale-sized tiny tip positioned close to specimen
to collect the evanescent waves from the near-field and to transfer these lost subwave-
length details into the far-field [3]. Such near-field imaging techniques require a longer
time to acquire the image and cannot study the dynamic behavior of biological samples
in real-time. Furthermore, experimental realization of Negative Index Medium (NIM)
opened new opportunities towards super-resolution research when British scientist John
Pendry theoretically showed how a slab of NIM can work as a perfect lens thanks to the
enhancement of evanescent waves through the slab, instead of decaying [4–6]. Following
this idea, several different types of plasmonic metamaterials lenses, such as super-lenses
and hyper-lenses, have broken the diffraction limit [7–10]. However, these metal-based
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lenses have some serious limitations: (i) Exhibit high optical losses [11], (ii) involve com-
plex and expensive nanofabrication process, (iii) involve the intense excitation of single
visible wavelength laser and do not work under broadband white light sources. Besides,
the development of super-resolution fluorescence optical microscope, which also won
the 2014 Nobel prize in Chemistry, is another breakthrough to image biological cells and
viruses beyond the diffraction limit [12]. This technique has also not been perfect due to its
inability to resolve nonfluorescent samples, such as viruses and intracellular components,
which cannot be labeled by fluorophores. In such a scenario, super-resolution through
dielectric microspheres has emerged as a simple yet effective solution to all limitations
mentioned above in other techniques. By clearly resolving sub-diffraction features in a
plasmonic hexagonal nano array sample (50 nm holes separated 50 nm apart, with period
100 nm) through silica microspheres, we have reported microsphere nanoscopy working
in real-time for the first time, which is label-free, usable under white light sources, and
loss-free [13]. The technique was validated and resolution level of ~λ/6–λ/8 was con-
firmed by other groups [14,15]. New microspheres, including Polystyrene and BaTiO3 glass
(BTG) microspheres (immersed in liquid or solid encapsulated), were soon introduced and
widely used in the field [16,17]. The field has undergone rapid developments, including
the development of scanning superlens, higher resolution metamaterial superlens [18,19],
biological superlens [20], and integrated biochips, as well as new applications in interfer-
ometry, endoscopy, and others [21]. The underlying super-resolution mechanism is pretty
complex and is still under investigation, which seems to be a mixing of photonic nanojet,
optical super-resonances [22,23], illumination condition, and substrate effect, which were
all summarized in our recent reviews [21,24,25]. Among these, it remains unclear which
superlens will perform better, BTG or metamaterial superlens, which is a hemispherical
all-dielectric lens made by 3D stacking of 15–20 nm titanium dioxide (TiO2) nanoparticles
(n = 2.50–2.55) following a bottom-up synthesis approach, with super-resolution of at least
45 nm have been reported under a white light microscope [18]. This paper will address it.

What we are interested in is designing the experiments to directly compare the super-
resolution imaging performance between BTG superlens and TiO2 superlens. Since many
factors could influence the imaging process (e.g., substrate, illumination, particle size,
shape, refractive index, etc.), we aim to design TiO2 superlens to have the same effec-
tive refractive index as BTG particle, and perform comparative experiments under the
same experimental conditions, including substrate, illumination, microscope, and imaging
settings. This will allow a direct and reliable comparison of the imaging performance
by both superlenses. Figure 1 shows the schematics of two microsphere superlens mod-
els, where BTG with refractive index of 1.92 was chosen, TiO2 metamaterial (meta-TiO2)
superlens was designed and made from 20-nm sized TiO2 (n = 2.50) via the modified
bottom-up synthesis method described below, producing the same effective refractive
index of 1.92 (corresponding to 61.3% TiO2 volume ratio) as BTG sphere.

In this work, a novel, simpler, and repeatable method has been developed to fabricate
proposed full-sphere meta-TiO2 superlens as in Figure 1b. The sphere sizes can be con-
trolled as the function of used air gun pressure during the fabrication procedure. These
meta-TiO2 microspheres exhibit good mechanical strength required for solid encapsulation
with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), which was applied to both BTG and TiO2 superlens in
our experiments before imaging. After PDMS encapsulation, a thin sheet with embedded
superlenses was formed, which can be easily handled and moved at any desired location
to image subwavelength nanofeatures.
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Figure 1. Schematic of BTG and TiO2 microsphere models. (a) BTG microsphere with n = 1.92, and
(b) meta-TiO2: TiO2 metamaterial microsphere, made from densely packed 20-nm, n = 2.50, TiO2

nanoparticles, having the same effective refractive index of 1.92, as BTG particle.

2. Materials and Methods

In a previous study, we have shown that 15–20 nm TiO2 nanoparticles should be used
as the building block of the meta-superlens for best performance. Larger nanoparticles
reduce the superlens performance [18]. Our metamaterial superlens fabrication method is
based on the bottom-up approach of TiO2 nanoparticles (20 nm, refractive index n = 2.50)
to assemble into densely packed structures. The step-by-step procedure of fabricating
these microspheres has been illustrated in Figure 2a, which is as follows. First, an aqueous
solution of 20 nm anatase TiO2 nanoparticles (from XuanChengJingRui New Material Co.
Ltd., Anhui, China) is centrifuged at 17,500 rpm for 20 min at 10 ◦C to remove present
aggregates and uneven size of nanoparticles. The unprecipitated solution containing a
similar size of nanoparticles is centrifuged for the second time at 24,500 rpm for 60 min at
10 ◦C to obtain a densely packed precipitate. Then, the resulting supernatant is immedi-
ately removed from the precipitate to prevent the closed packed nature of nanoparticles.
Then, this TiO2 precipitate is diluted with deionized water by the weight ratio of 2:1 and
left for 3 h to form TiO2 gel. Meanwhile, a water-immiscible organic solvent mixture
consisting of hexane and tetrachloroethylene with a volume ratio of 1:2 is used to cover
the surface of a glass petri dish. Lastly, the TiO2 gel is loaded into the container of an air
gun and sprayed with an angle of 45◦ on the organic mixture layer spread on the petri dish
surface. The organic mixture layer enables the densely packed nanoparticles to float on the
oil/water interface, which undergoes a phase transition resulting in spherical structures
after evaporation [18,26]. Figure 2b–d demonstrates how the increase in applied pressure
(0.5 bar, 1 bar, and 1.5 bar) of air gun results in smaller-sized microspheres.

The fabricated meta-TiO2 microspheres are sprayed on a silicon chip and left to
evaporate the water for 1 h. Later, BTG microspheres are spread on the same chip and
10 nm thick gold layer is coated on nanochip sample containing TiO2 and BTG microspheres
together. A scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi TM4000) is employed to confirm
the spherical shapes of TiO2 microspheres and to compare with BTG ones.

For super-resolution imaging, both BTG and meta-TiO2 microsphere are immersed in
a transparent host material to create a proper super-resolution imaging condition, which
generates magnified virtual images of underlying nano-objects [21,27,28]. In this study,
the PDMS host was used. To do this, Sylgard silicone elastomer and its curing agent was
mixed in the weight ratio of 10:1 and stirred for 10 min. Next, this solution was placed in
a vacuum chamber to remove bubbles. Meanwhile, meta-TiO2 particles were fabricated
on a petri dish using 1 bar air gun pressure as described above and 15–20 μm sized
BTG microsphere was spread on another dish. Then, the same weight of PDMS solution
was poured on both dishes and left out overnight (without heating to avoid potential
influence on optical properties) to solidify this polymeric solution, which resulted in the
formation of two 400 μm thick PDMS films containing meta-TiO2 and BTG microspheres.
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The fabricated film with embedded BTG and meta-TiO2 microspheres was then placed
on top of a semiconductor wafer containing different sizes and spacings of nanopatterns.
Such samples were examined in reflection mode under a low-cost white light microscope
(ICM100) using a 50× objective lens (NA = 0.6). In this regard, two nanopatterns of the
semiconductor wafer and the comparison in their super-resolution capability through BTG
and meta-TiO2 microspheres as described below.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustration of fabrication procedure of TiO2 microspheres, starting from two
separate centrifuges, followed by dilution and spraying using an air gun. (b–d) Fabricated TiO2

microspheres as the function of applied air gun pressure using 0.5, 1, and 1.5 bar, respectively. Scale
bar: 20 μm.

3. Results

3.1. SEM Images of Meta-TiO2 and BTG Microsphere Superlens

Figure 3 shows SEM image of fabricated meta-TiO2 particles versus BTG particles
on the same sample. The spheres can be easily distinguished based on the two simple
observations as in Figure 3a: (1) Self-assembled TiO2 microspheres have large variation
in their sizes with respect to BTG spheres and (2) BTG microspheres appear brighter due
to the larger scattering of secondary electrons towards detector in comparison to TiO2
spheres. Furthermore, another nanochip sample of TiO2 microspheres has been mounted
on a 60◦ tilted holder to see the side view of the fabricated microspheres. In this context,
the combined image Figure 3b confirms the full spherical shapes of TiO2 microspheres
sprayed on different nanofeatures of nanochip, this is the first report of such full-sphere
TiO2 particle superlens made by the fabrication approach described above, different from
previously reported hemisphere TiO2 superlens [18].

3.2. Super-Resolution Imaging Comparison

We now proceed to super-resolution imaging comparative results. Figure 4a shows
the SEM image of meta-TiO2 lens located on wafer pattern of 400 nm-sized nano-discs
with a lattice spacing of 225 nm, which is more clearly shown in the inset of the figure.
This pattern can be resolved by both BTG and meta-TiO2 lens (size ~20–25 μm) as shown
in Figure 4b,c, respectively, which demonstrates that meta-TiO2 microspheres resolve the
pattern with sharp contrast in comparison to BTG microspheres (for maximized imaging
contrast, light illumination was tilted by 15-deg from a normal incident in Figure 4b,c,e,f).
Furthermore, the same experiment has been performed on another pattern with the smaller
features of 109 nm, as shown in Figure 4d. Comparing Figure 4e,f, we can clearly see that
meta-TiO2 lens surpasses BTG lens in imaging contrast, clarity, and field of view.
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Figure 3. (a) SEM image of meta-TiO2 (grey color) and BTG microspheres (bright) as indicated
by arrows, separately. (b) A combined image of meta-TiO2 microspheres located on different
nanofeatures to demonstrate their full-sphere shapes.

 

Figure 4. (a) SEM image of Meta-TiO2 microspheres located on a wafer pattern of 400 nm features
with a lattice spacing of 225 nm (Inset: Magnified image of the marked region). (b,c) Optical
microscopic images of wafer pattern shown in (a) through BTG and TiO2 microspheres, respectively.
(d) SEM image of wafer pattern with 109 nm spacings, while the inset shows the magnified image of
the same nanopattern. (e,f) Optical microscopic images of wafer pattern shown in (d) through BTG
and TiO2 microspheres, respectively.
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For better comparison on imaging resolution, we have further carried out our imaging
experiments using 90 nm line features on a wafer with a lattice spacing of 90 nm, which
lies well below diffraction limit (~458 nm grating resolution, 229 nm feature resolution, for
NA = 0.6 at 550 nm white-light peak wavelength), as shown in Figure 5a and its inset. Such
90 nm line features can hardly be resolved through the BTG microsphere, as presented in
Figure 5b, while the super-resolved images of these 90-nm spaced line nanopatterns can be
obtained through meta-TiO2 microspheres, as shown in Figure 5c.

 
Figure 5. (a) SEM image of wafer pattern with 90 nm spacings, while the inset shows the magnified
image of marked region. (b,c) Optical microscopic images of wafer pattern shown in (a) through
BTG and TiO2 microspheres, respectively. Scale bar: 10 μm.

4. Theory and Discussion

At nanoscale, the synthesized meta-TiO2 lens surface is not smooth and non-homogenous,
consisting of nanoparticles and air voids between them (Figure 1b). Our previous research
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has shown such composite lens has a particle volume fraction of 61.3% (close to theoretical
close-packing limit of ~64%), with an effective refractive index of 1.92 (for n = 2.50)–1.95
(for n = 2.55) [18]. In comparison, the BTG lens is formed by smooth and homogenous
material, with refractive index 1.92 chosen to match the index of the fabricated TiO2 lens.
As a result, for similar-sized TiO2 and BTG lenses, their magnification factors will be
close to each other. This was confirmed in experiments, as shown in Figure 4. The better
imaging performance of TiO2 lens over BTG lens thus cannot be satisfactorily explained
by the classical effective medium theory (EMT), as both have the same effective index
of 1.92. Instead, the fundamentals must be related to the non-homogeneous nature in
nanoscale of the TiO2 composite medium. It is virtually impossible to build an exact 3D
model for the TiO2 lens, which consists of millions of nanoparticles. The model needs
to be simplified to a level our computer can handle. We simply 3D meta-sphere as a 2D
cylinder model, with the top of the cylinder further simplified as a homogenous medium
using EMT theory, while the bottom part of cylinder remains as nanoparticle stack. This
simplification was illustrated in Figure 6b. The model was then built and simulated
by full-wave software CST Microwave Studio. By placing an electric dipole source (z-
polarized, perpendicular to the plane) close to the bottom of the particle lenses, we can
analyze how the particle superlenses (for both BTG and TiO2) collect dipole radiation
energy (including evanescent and propagating wave components) and direct them into
the far-field. To ensure a direct comparison is possible, all modeling settings were kept
the same for both particle lens cases. The E-field distribution in Figure 6c,d shows both
particles work similarly in directing the radiation energy into the far-field, which is also
evidenced from far-field pattern in Figure 6i. However, we can see TiO2 lens collects a
bit more energy than BTG lens, as evidenced by the longer main lobe in far-field pattern
in Figure 6i. This difference comes from the root of near-field interaction between dipole
source and particle lens. From Figure 6e,f, we can see the root of the difference in near-field
scattering, the TiO2 nanoparticles in composite medium generate photonic nanojets array
with jet dimension similar to a particle size of 20 nm (see Figure 6f,g), such high-frequency
modulation provides a channel for evanescent wave components to be carried on top of
propagating wave components into the far-field, which is more clearly seen in extracted
data in Figure 6h. When the dipole source is x-polarized, the far-fields (Figure 6i) tend to be
reduced while near-field jet strength tends to be increased (Figure 6g). However, for a 3D
sphere model, both z-polarized and x-polarized dipoles will produce the same near-field
and far-field results due to symmetry in a spherical object. In theory, the ultimate resolution
(defined as feature resolution) of TiO2 meta-lens will be 20 nm, equal to its composition
particle size of 20 nm in the current case, but in reality, manufacturing imperfection and
other factors, such as non-ideal contact between imaging objects and lens, will reduce the
practical resolution, in our current case, with a full-sphere TiO2 lens, the feature resolution
is about 90 nm (grating resolution 180 nm). Better feature resolution of 45 nm has previously
been achieved for hemisphere TiO2 lens owing to much better contact between lens and
imaging objects [18]. Overall, it is reasonable to conclude that nanocomposite medium
design is beneficial for super-resolution development and represents a promising solution
to the future development of more powerful, robust, and reliable dielectric superlens.
The disadvantage is that it will be limited to surface near-field imaging and difficult to
expand as 3D super-resolution imaging. In the next step, we are looking to incorporate
upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) into the synthesis process of meta-TiO2 superlens for
biomedical super-resolution imaging applications.
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Figure 6. Modeling and comparison of electric field distribution of 20-μm-diameter (a) BTG and
(b) meta-TiO2 micro lenses under electric dipole source excitation. Field distribution for dipole source
scattered by (c) BTG particle, and (d) TiO2 particle. (e) Magnified view of near-field distribution in
(c) marked zone. (f) Magnified view of near field around dipole source in (d) marked area. Noting
the formation of tiny photonic jet array in (f), and (g) corresponding magnified view. (h) 1D plots
of near-field intensity along indicated location in (f), and the same location in (e) (not shown).
(i) Far-field scattering diagram for BTG (blue dash) and TiO2 (red solid), showing the same radiation
pattern for both lenses but with large intensity at the main lobe for TiO2.

5. Conclusions

In summary, this work has confirmed the superiority of using TiO2 metamaterial
lens in super-resolution imaging development over BTG microsphere lens, with enhanced
imaging contrast, clarity, and resolution under similar experimental conditions. It provides
a solid foundation to the development of next-generation, more powerful, robust, and
reliable optical nano-imaging platforms based on dielectric super lenses.
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Abstract: Through rigorous electromagnetic simulations, the natural coupling of high-spatial-
frequency evanescent waves from the near field to the far field by dielectric microspheres is studied
in air. The generation of whispering gallery modes inside the microspheres is shown independently
of any resonance. In addition, the conversion mechanism of these evanescent waves into propa-
gating waves is analysed. This latter point leads to key information that allows a better physical
understanding of the super-resolution phenomenon in microsphere-assisted microscopy where
sub-diffraction-limit revolving power is achieved.

Keywords: microsphere; evanescent waves; propagation; whispering gallery modes; super-resolution

1. Introduction

In optical imaging, the spatial distribution of an object leads to a spatial modulation
of the reflected (or transmitted) light. According to the diffraction theory of light, only
a part of the electromagnetic waves having spatial frequencies smaller than 2/λ (λ, the
wavelength of light) in air appears to be propagative and, thus, can be collected by an
optical system. The high-spatial-frequency modulations remain localised around the object
surface and are evanescent. With the aim to observe more and more details, various optical
techniques have been developed in order to overcome the diffraction limit, such as near-
field scanning optical microscopy [1], stimulated-emission-depletion microscopy [2] and
photo-activated localisation microscopy [3], and the metamaterial-based superlens [4].

Respectively, in 2009 and in 2011, the ability of nanoscale hemispheres [5] and of
microspheres [6] to perform super resolution imaging was also experimentally revealed.
Fort this purpose, a dielectric spherical lens is deposited on the object surface to be tested. A
magnified image carrying the fine details is then generated [7] in order to be collected by a
microscope objective. Both make it possible to observe sub-diffraction-limit features while
being label-free, scanning-free and easy-to-implement. Nevertheless, the magnification
factor and the resolving power seem to be higher in microsphere-assisted microscopy
than in nanolens-based microscopy. Indeed, the microspheres are able to improve the
resolving power of an optical microscope by a factor of up to ×4 in air [6] and ×6 in
immersion [8] while spherical nanolenses offer a magnification factor of 1.6 in air [5].
Convenient in biological imaging [9–11] and in optical profilometry [12], microsphere-
assisted microscopy has thus become a powerful technique using a single microsphere or a
matrix of microspheres [13].

Nowadays, the phenomenon behind the super resolution is not fully described [14]. It
has yet been shown that the photonic jet cannot be interpreted as the point spread function
of the imaging system [15,16], despite its promising performance in terms of forming a
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narrow focusing beam [17] for scanning optical imaging [18,19]. The role of coherence
in the imaging process has been pointed out where two point objects need to be out-of-
phase in order to be resolved [20]. The role of evanescent waves was first experimentally
suggested through a decrease in resolution with an increase in the distance microsphere-
sample [21] and more-recently confirmed using semi-immersed BaTiO3 microspheres [22].
To our knowledge, the most advanced explanation has been proposed by Zhou et al. [23]
where whispering-gallery modes excited inside the microsphere by high-spatial frequencies
from the object make it possible to contribute to a virtual image resolution. However, the
numerical demonstration was performed merely by implementing two point sources
without indicating the specific contribution of the evanescent waves from the point sources
to the image formation in the far field. In 2016, the possible refraction of evanescent waves
by microspheres was mathematically demonstrated without any proposition of predictable
imaging processing [24]. Therefore, a detailed description of the role of evanescent waves
in the microsphere super-resolution imaging process is still expected. In this work, not
only the natural coupling of evanescent waves by the glass microspheres, but also their
conversion into propagating waves are studied, contributing to the clarification of the
physical mechanism of super resolution in microsphere-assisted microscopy.

2. Method

To investigate the evanescent wave collection, a rigorous electromagnetic simulation
of microsphere assisted microscopy was implemented in the visible range using a finite
element method (COMSOL Multiphysics®). In the x-z plane, the 2D model consists of
a glass microsphere deposited on a dielectric-air interface at z = 0 μm. The transparent
microsphere has a refractive index of 1.5 and a diameter D. The surrounding medium
of the microsphere is air and the refractive index of the dielectric substrate ns is of 1.5.
An oblique excitation plane wave with a wavelength of λ0/ns (λ0 = 600 nm) allows the
evanescent wave to be generated on the substrate interface using total internal reflection.
The incident angle θ is of 1 rad which is larger than the critical angle (sin θc = 1/ns). The
incident coherent excitation wave has a unit electric field, giving a radiated power density
P0 = εc|E|2/2 with ε the permittivity of the dielectric substrate. The evanescent wave
thus propagates along the x-axis and exponentially decays along the z-axis. According to
the complex Snell-Descartes’s law, the wave vector components of the evanescent wave in
air can be written as:

�K =

{
k0 ns sin θ x axis

i k0

√
n2

s sin2 θ − 1 z axis
(1)

where k0 is the wavenumber of the excitation plane wave in free-space. The imaginary unit
i satisfies the relation i2 = −1. Finally, perfectly matched layers surround the calculation
area [25].

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the natural collection of the evanescent wave travelling along the
interface by a 3-μm-diameter glass microsphere. The checked pattern in the dielectric
substrate, in Figure 1a, results from interferences between the excitation plane wave and
the wave reflected by the interface. Whispering gallery modes (WGMs) can be observed
inside the microsphere. The highest peak amplitude of the WGM, equalling 3.7 V/m,
occurs within the microsphere at a radius of around 1.4 μm.
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Figure 1. Collection of an evanescent wave by a glass microsphere (see Visualization 1 in Supple-
mentary Materials). (a) Real part of the electric field distributions when the initial phase ψ of the
excitation wave is of π. Black-scale bars represent 1 μm. (b) Radial section profiles at a radius of
1.4 μm of (a) as a function of the angular position when ψ equals 0 rad and π rad. λ0 = 600 nm,
θ = 1 rad, ns = 1.5, D = 3 μm.

In order to emphasise the WGM generation from the evanescent wave and to confirm
the coupling of the near-field wave by the microsphere, the initial phasor ψ of the excitation
plane wave is swept from 0 to 2π. Increasing the offset ψ leads to a rotation of the WGMs
(see Visualization 1 in Supplementary Materials). The rotational angle of the WGM patterns
equals the initial phasor ψ. Indeed, as shown in Figure 1b, when ψ is of 0 rad and π rad,
the angular sections of the electric field inside the sphere at a radius of 1.4 μm are also
phase-shifted by π. Along the microsphere rim, the period of the WGM electric field equals
475 nm, i.e., the sub-wavelength period of the evanescent wave λ0/(ns × sin θ). At the
radial position of 1.4 μm, the period of the WGM is smaller (around 445 nm). The peak
amplitudes are, for their parts, not affected by the phase delay ψ (e.g., the highest peak
amplitude of the WGM remains at around 3.7 V/m).

Figure 2 shows the ability of the 3-μm-diameter microsphere to collect the evanescent
waves according to its axial position above the interface.

Figure 2. Collection efficiency of an evanescent wave by a glass microsphere at an axial gap with the
interface. (a.i), (a.ii) and (a.iii) Real parts of the electric field distributions when the microsphere is
positioned at a distance of 200 nm, 500 nm and 800 nm from the interface, respectively. Black-scale
bars represent 1 μm. (b) Real-part peak amplitude of the WGM electric field along the microsphere
rim and relative power transmitted by the microsphere in the far field as a function of the z distance.
λ0 = 600 nm, θ = 1 rad, ψ = 0 rad, ns = 1.5, D = 3 μm.

Increasing the air gap allows not only to attest the evanescent wave coupling by the
microsphere, but also to predict the longest acceptable distance, thus making it possible
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to perform contact-less measurements in microsphere-assisted microscopy. Indeed, the
electric-field amplitude maximum of the WGM exponentially decreases according to
the axial distance. In this case, the coupling efficiency of the evanescent wave by the
microsphere appears to be low beyond a distance z = 400 nm. In Figure 2b, the far-field
relative radiated power was estimated by considering the incident power P0 through the
radius of the estimated interaction area [21], i.e.,

√
2λ0h with h, the penetration depth

measuring around 125 nm in this configuration (1/|kz|, see Equation (1)). The optical
power emanating from the top of the microsphere is not null and decreases as distance
increases (e.g., 0.9% P0 at z = 200 nm and 0.1% P0 at z = 400 nm). In this case, the distance
of 400 nm can be seen as the depth of field of the imaging technique.

A slight variation of the microsphere diameter obviously leads to modifications of the
excited WGMs. Figure 3a highlights the peak amplitude fluctuations of the WGMs along
the microsphere rim by varying the diameter from 3.0 μm to 3.3 μm. The microsphere is
in contact with the interface. The amplitude of the electric field progresses following a
periodic wave as a function of the diameter. In this case, periodic resonances occur when
the microsphere diameter measures 3.03 μm and 3.17 μm which correspond to multiples of
475.3 nm/π. As a matter of fact, the multiple is the number of radial periods of the WGM,
i.e., 20 and 21 periods.

Figure 3. Influence of the microsphere diameter (a) on the peak amplitude of the real part of the
electric field along the microsphere rim and (b) on the transmitted power. λ0 = 600 nm, θ = 1 rad,
ψ = 0 rad, ns = 1.5.

Close resonances may appear but are not required to benefit from the evanescent
wave coupling effect. As shown in Figure 3a, the resonances only increase the coupling
efficiency. In addition, simulations were made (in the contact mode) in order to quantify
the difference of the power transmitted in the far field by the microsphere for a resonant
and a non-resonant WGM (see Figure 3b). n the far field, the transmitted power is increased
by a factor of nearly 4 (at D = 3.14 μm, 9.8% P0, and at D = 3.18 μm, 37.5% P0). It can be
observed that far field power peaks occur when the WGM electric field is maximum (at
D = 3.03 μm and D = 3.17 μm). For the minima, this correlation is not found, indicating
that the WGM generation is not the only phenomenon behind far field propagation.

Without the microsphere, the evanescent wave would propagate along the dielectric-
air interface on the x-axis, i.e., a microscope objective alone would not be able to collect
the high-spatial-frequency optical signal. However, by introducing the glass microsphere,
the evanescent wave is not only coupled, but also appears to be propagated in the far field.
Propagating-spherical waves emanate from the microsphere, demonstrating its ability to
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convert a near-field wave into a far-field wave. In experiments, these propagating waves
are collected by a microscope objective. Figure 4 exposes this phenomenon in air when
the period of the evanescent wave is 475 nm, 355 nm and 240 nm. For this purpose, the
refractive index ns of the dielectric substrate is varied (such refractive indices cannot be
achieved in reality). Increasing the refractive index ns also makes the periods of WGMs
narrower. The optical power transmitted by the microsphere in the far field is of 10.9% P0,
0.6% P0 and 7.2 ×1 0−5% P0 when ns is of 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0, respectively. In Figure 4c,d, the
amplitude and the intensity ranges are saturated in order to emphasise the relatively-low
amplitude values of the propagating wave.

Thus, the ability of the microsphere to collect the highest spatial frequencies appears
to be more complex. Recently, Lai et al. have experimentally highlighted that using a
larger microsphere would lead to an increased efficiency of the transmitted intensity, but
would reduce the resolving power [26]. In addition, a broadband light source usually
illuminates the microsphere in experiments (instead of a coherent illumination). Due
to the equivalence between the sphere diameter increase and the wavelength decrease
in electromagnetism, Figure 3 shows that several nearby resonances will occur together
using a broadband light source. Thus, each spectral component (or wavelength-dependent
evanescent wave) would contribute to the conversion efficiency by the microsphere with
more-or-less ability, yielding an increase in propagating-wave intensities. Moreover, to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the imaging contrast, plasmonic-based illumination
has been suggested [27]. Finally, we can notice that increasing the spatial frequency of the
evanescent wave leads to a decrease in the attenuation distance of the near-field wave and,
thus, to a decrease in the axial distance along which evanescent waves can be collected
(e.g., 400 nm when ns = 1.5).

Figure 4. Conversion of an evanescent wave in a propagative wave by a glass microsphere. Real
parts of the electric field distributions when (a) ns = 1.5, (b) ns = 2.0 and (c) ns = 3.0. (d) Absolute
value of the complex electric field distribution when ns = 3.0. Scale bars represent 1 μm. λ0 = 600 nm,
θ = 1 rad, ψ = 0 rad, D = 3 μm.

Figure 4 also shows that the outgoing propagating waves do not come from every-
where on the microsphere, but from specific points on its surface. This is due to the fact
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that the sphere interaction with the surface breaks the axial symmetry of the WGM [28].
This observation is important. More than a simple power collection (as in NSOM), this
demonstrates the necessary relation between the spatial frequency and initial phasor ψ
coming from the object plane and the spatial emitting position, a prerequisite for achieving
full-field imaging.

In experiments, immersion of high-refractive-index microspheres may be required
such as in biological imaging [8,29] or may offer the possibility of manipulating micro-
spheres above the sample [30]. Working in immersion increases not only the resolving
power, but also the imaging contrast. Indeed, a more efficient ability of microspheres in im-
mersion to collect high-frequency waves occurs in immersion, enhancing the experimental
conditions and performance. The gap distance would appear to be reduced in immersion.

4. Conclusions

The phenomenon behind super resolution in microsphere-assisted microscopy has
been investigated. Based on a finite element method, rigorous electromagnetic simulations
in the visible range have shown not only the natural collection of evanescent waves by
dielectric microspheres through WGMs, but also their conversion into propagating waves.
The near-field high-spatial frequencies of an object are naturally coupled without requiring
resonances contributing to the explanation of the sub-diffraction-limit imaging ability of
glass microspheres. Furthermore, it aims at proposing a comprehensive physical imaging
mechanism. An analogy with the principle of near-field scanning optical microscopy can
thus be made with enhancements such as the wide-field measurement. In future studies,
a complete description of the imaging process using will be implemented in order to
quantify the resolving power according to geometrical and optical parameters. Moreover,
simulations through microspheres having a diameter of larger than 3 μm (as is often the
case in experiments) and the influence of WGMs on the spectrum of the broadband light
source will be considered.
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Abstract: Photonic hook is a high-intensity, bent light focus with a proportional curvature to the
wavelength of the incident light. Based on this unique light-bending phenomenon, a novel near-
field photonic switch by means of a right-trapezoid dielectric Janus particle-lens embedded in the
core of a planar waveguide is proposed for switching the photonic signals at two common optical
communication wavelengths, 1310 nm and 1550 nm, by using numerical simulations. The signals at
these two wavelengths can be guided to different routes according to their oppositely bent photonic
hooks to realise wavelength selective switching. The switching mechanism is analysed by an in-house
developed three-dimensional (3D) Poynting vector visualisation technology. It demonstrates that the
3D distribution and number of Poynting vector vortexes produced by the particle highly affect the
shapes and bending directions of the photonic hooks causing the near-field switching, and multiple
independent high-magnitude areas matched by the regional Poynting vector streamlines can form
these photonic hooks. The corresponding mechanism can only be represented by 3D Poynting vector
distributions and is being reported for the first time.

Keywords: photonic hook; optical switch; Poynting vector; vortex

1. Introduction

Switch is the most basic component to make, break, or divert the connection from
one conductor to another in a circuit. The conventional electronic switch is a solid-state
mechanical device, though the sensors can be used to automate it in certain working
environments. The concept of the switch can be used for signal processing and other
applications of modern communication technologies, and activation/deactivation of signals
and data routing are the major functions of a switch, sometimes called logic signal switch,
in here [1]. With the development of data technology and mobile computing, the optical
signal in the form of light replaced the electronic signal to become the mainstream method
of data transmission with the aid of optical fibres [2,3]. For this reason, a photonic switch
is developed to control the light (optical signals) propagation with high efficiency, and
its switching time is much faster than that of a conventional electronic switch, due to the
unparalleled speed of light [4,5]. In this field, wavelength switching is a technology used in
optical communication to select individual wavelengths of light and forward the selected
input light to the separate paths for specific data routing [6]. Meanwhile, many optical
fibres are optimised for the optical signals at wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 nm due
to their lower losses in the glass fibre [7]. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and
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Dense WDM (DWDM) are the technologies that enable a number of separate optical signals
with different wavelengths to be transmitted in an optical fibre [8,9], but the sizes of these
devices limit their applications for the future photonic integrated circuits and lab-on-a-chip
devices. As an alternative, the planar dielectric waveguide, in the form of a dielectric film
(core) sandwiched between cladding layers, better applies to these integrated optoelectronic
devices due to a relatively simple and compact structure and the consequent production
advantages [10,11]. Theoretically, the optical signal can be fast and accurately transmitted
in the core of a planar waveguide relying on the total internal reflection occurring at the
interface between the core and cladding [12].

In this paper, a novel all-dielectric photonic switch is realised by the near-field light-
bending effect of photonic hook which is a curved and localised, high-intensity light
beam focused by a dielectric micro-particle [13]. When it was invented, it was the only
other instance of artificially bent light apart from the Airy beam [13,14]. Meanwhile, it is
highly related to the concept of photonic jet or can be directly understood as a photonic
jet asymmetrically shifting in optical phase due to difference in phase velocity caused by
regional refractive-index contrast. Typically, it is produced by the light focusing through a
dielectric right-trapezoid Janus microparticle with the asymmetry in geometrical shape and
internal refractive index from its prism end [14–16]. This wavefront curvature normally
appears in the shadow direction of the particle and significantly influence the electric
field distribution in that area. Minin et al. experimentally generated a photonic hook
in terahertz (THz) band for the first time using a relatively simple experimental setup,
meanwhile proving the proportional relationship between the wavelength of incident light
and curvature of photonic hook [15]. Based on this finding, Geints et al. raised the proofs-
of-concept of similar photonic switches, and herein, photonic hooks could function like
switching channels after passing several differently configurated dielectric particles, such as
the flipped prism, Janus bar, and off-axis Fresnel zone plate [17]. Moreover, most photonic
hooks are graphically represented by the distributions of electric field and Poynting vector
on the median section. This two-dimensional (2D) plot is sufficient to characterise the
complete shape and curvature of a photonic hook; however, it is difficult to analyse the
light-bending process and the physics behind the phenomenon because the influence of the
photonic energy that flows into the median section from other planes cannot be quantified,
even visualised [18]. Yue et al. developed a 3D mapping technology to track the power
flow (Poynting vectors) of a photonic jet focused by a spherical mesoscale micro-particle,
and the circulation and convergence of 3D Poynting vectors inside the dielectric particle
were demonstrated for the first time [19]. The same technology is used in this study to
solve the above issue.

In this article, we propose a novel photonic hook light-bending optical switch by
means of a conventional right-trapezoid-shaped dielectric particle embedded in the core of
a planar waveguide. The operation of signal switching at two communication wavelengths,
λ = 1310 and 1550 nm, are numerically simulated. Its setup and operating wavelengths
are designed for the applications of optical communication and are different from those
in [17]. The separation of switching channels for the signals at these two wavelengths is
demonstrated by the overall distribution of the electric field and profiles of the generated
photonic hooks. The corresponding simulation data is analysed by 3D Poynting vector
visualisation technology to deeply investigate the physics and mechanism of switching.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Concept and Modelling

The numerical model of the proposed photonic switch is built in the commercial finite
integral technique (FIT) software package, CST Microwave Studio (CST), which is widely
used for design and analysis of nanophotonic devices [19,20]. A right-trapezoid-shaped
particle with the refractive index of n = 2, which can be possibly constituted by the dielectric
materials with the similar refractive index, e.g., Boron nitride (BN), MICROPOSIT® S1800
photoresist (S1800), etc. (n ranges 1.9–2.1 in near-infrared band depending on thickness
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and structure), is implanted in the facet of the quartz core of a planar waveguide with
n = 1.44 [21–23]. The difference of the refractive indexes for the particle material at the
wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 nm is neglected to simplify and standardise the models
for comparison purposes. The assumed planar waveguide is able to ideally approximate
the plane wave propagation and eliminate the interference for the transmitted light at
wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 nm, and the implanted particle with a small relative
dimension to the core (d/D ≤ 0.08, where d and D are the particle size and thickness of
the core of the planar waveguide, respectively) [24,25]. The sketch of this design is shown
in Figure 1a I and the diagrams of Figure 1a II and III illustrate the effect of a trapezoid
particle switching the incident lights with short and long wavelengths which are 1310 nm
and 1550 nm in this case. As a discussion of the proof of concept, the proposed photonic
hook switch could be fabricated using the technologies of plano-convex-microsphere (PCM)
lens laser nano-marking and two-photon polymerization (TPP) 3D printing (resolution of fs
laser wavelength) with two example materials—BN and S1800, respectively—aided by the
integrated high-precision piezo positioning stages and femtosecond (fs) lasers (positioning
resolution of the stage: 1 nm; minimum corner radius of the structure: ~100 nm) [26,27].
A PCM lens is a dielectric lens made up of a high-index microsphere integrated with a
plano-convex lens, which can deliver a high patterning resolution that is smaller than the
diffraction limit for a precision machining of the facet of the planar waveguide core in a
trapezoid shape by a fs laser [26]. TPP 3D printing is an additive fabrication technology to
create micro/nano features relying on the photoresist solidification only occurring at the fs
laser focus [27]. It can in situ fill the micro/nanosized photonic wires of dielectric material
layer by layer in the cavity created by PCM lens marking technology with a high degree of
design freedom.

For the simulation setup in CST, the core material with the refractive index of n = 1.44
is used to encapsulate the trapezoid particle as long as the flat end facing the background
medium of air (n = 1) with the open boundary condition (effect of Perfectly matched layers,
PML) along with x, y, and z directions to simulate the planar waveguide transmission and
photonic hook switching in the air. The incident plane wave is y-polarized and propagates
along z axis with the amplitude of 1 v/m. The trapezoid particle is placed as the prism
encountering the light in z direction. The short base, long base, height, thickness, and prism
angles of the trapezoid are 2.79 μm, 3.72 μm, 2.79 μm, 2.79 μm, and 71.57◦ in this design,
respectively. Furthermore, the frequency domain solver and tetrahedral meshing with
the average edge length of 188 nm (min. and max. edge lengths are 33 nm and 339 nm,
respectively; the approximate level of λ/7) are used in the model for adaptive refinement
of the simulation accuracy with the autonomous adjustment of mesh sizes on the surfaces
and edges of the geometries. The modelling diagram is shown in Figure 1b. The data
of the Poynting vector in the modelling space generated by CST is exported and then
independently processed by a MATLAB® programme to plot the contour of the Poynting
vector magnitudes in a certain plane and a full 3D distribution of the Poynting vector
streamlines entering the particle.

2.2. Switching and 2D Distributions

The dielectric particle in the proposed photonic switch design is individually irradi-
ated by the plane-wave lights (optical signals) at wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 nm, and
Figure 2 shows the corresponding distributions of the squared total magnitudes of electric
field (|E|2, E is electric field) and real part of complex Poynting vectors and their directions
(unit: V·A/m2) [28]. The distributions of |E|2 field in Figure 2a,b demonstrate a clear sepa-
ration of switching paths. In Figure 2a, the wavefront of 1310 nm light develops in a route
approaching the side of the trapezoid long base, which forms a downward photonic hook.
By contrast, the development of the photonic hook at the wavelength of 1550 nm is different
from that for 1310-nm-wavelength light. It propagates in an almost straight path with a
slightly upward curvature in the middle. The optical signals with the same wavelengths
should be switched to the routes in accordance with the photonic hook curvatures, and the
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distance between two routes in the shadow area of the particle can provide the dimensional
tolerance for the device fabrication. Theoretically, two ports can be set up in the middle of
the photonic hook routes to separately receive the corresponding signals.

Figure 1. (a) I, diagram of photonic switch design; II and III, principle of the proposed photonic
switching at two different wavelengths (b) CST modelling diagram.
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Figure 2. The distributions of the squared total magnitude of electric field (|E|2) for the irradiations
with wavelengths of 1310 nm (a) and 1550 nm (b). Two-dimensional Poynting vector distributions for
the irradiations with wavelengths of 1310 nm (c) and 1550 nm (d). The dimensions of the trapezoid
particle are short base, 2.79 μm; long base, 3.72 μm; height, 2.79 μm; thickness, 2.79 μm; and prism
angle, 71.57◦.

Figure 2c,d demonstrate the 2D Poynting vector distributions on the median section
for the models irradiated by the optical signals with wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 nm,
respectively. The asymmetric vortexes of Poynting vector streamlines are shown in the
dielectric particles in both figures. It is known that the photonic energy is able to flow in
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and out through these vortexes representing the singularities of Poynting vectors possibly
associated with topological charge [29–31]. Consequently, the layout of these vortexes
can influence the flow direction and intensity of Poynting vectors, especially in the areas
which are close to the particle boundaries. In Figure 2c for 1310 nm optical signal, the
prism of the dielectric particle leads the difference of phase velocity in the particle and
generates four vortexes at the output end of the particle, marked as v1, v2, v3, and v4
in the figure. Referring to the contour and flows of Poynting vectors in Figure 2c, it is
shown that two saddle points, outward spiral v1 and inward spiral v2, are in high-intensity
and low-intensity areas, respectively. This means that the photonic power flow passes
into the median plane at v1 position in the upper half of the particle, meanwhile exiting
the plane at v2 position in the lower half. The corresponding power flow exchange and
influences of vortexes v3 and v4 around the output area of the particle make the flows
of Poynting vectors in the generated photonic hook downward in general. However, it
is noted that the photonic hook of 1310-nm-wavelength irradiation is divided into two
high-magnitude areas (marked as a1 and a2) by a Poynting vector flow represented by a
pink arrow in Figure 2c. This separation is unusual and rare in the discovered photonic
hooks and different from the photonic hook in Figure 2a for the squared electric field
distribution. Rather than the downward photonic hook for the optical signal of 1310 nm
wavelength, a slightly upward photonic hook is created by the same trapezoid particle for
the incidence of 1550-nm-wavelength light. Two outward vortexes, v5 and v6 in Figure 2d,
shape the flow distribution and produce two narrow low-magnitude regions compressing
the high-magnitude area of the photonic hook in the middle.

2.3. 3D Poynting Vector Analysis

The physical mechanism behind the switching of the optical signals at wavelengths
of 1310 nm and 1550 nm and their field distributions in Figure 2 is further investigated by
the 3D Poynting vector visualisation analysis [19]. Compared to 2D analysis, 3D analysis
will provide additional information on light flows between different cross sections and also
the root of formation of optical vortexes and other singular points. All Poynting vectors
entering the dielectric particle from the prism end are tracked and then visualised by an
in-house developed MATLAB® programme. Due to a large amount of Poynting vector
data imported in the programme, the plotted Poynting vector streamlines are marked in
different colours to indicate the regions where they are tracked in the model. The colour
codes are distributed along the y axis to equally divide the whole modelling space into
three sections: the blue lines for the long-base section (−y direction), red lines for the
middle section (around 0 position on the y axis), and green lines for the short-base section
(+y direction). An overview of the 3D Poynting vector distribution for the model of 1310-
nm-wavelength irradiation is shown in Figure 3a. All Poynting vector streamlines flow
upwards from the prism end to the flat facet of the particle (vector arrows are hidden due
to a high density of streamlines); however, the presented features of 3D distribution are
significantly different from those in the 2D format shown in Figure 2. The Poynting vector
streamlines can continuously and freely develop in multiple directions and finally create a
tangled-roots-like structure. Figure 3b as a close-up view of the same model demonstrates
the locations of the vortexes with the insets of two important ones, v1 and v2, also indicated
in Figure 2. Except for the different spin directions of v1 and v2 shown in Figure 2, 3D
visualisation of Poynting vectors can graphically represent the orientations of v1 and v2
and fully indicate this difference in Figure 3b. It is shown that the centre and spin-orbit of v1
is approximately perpendicular to the z axis and faces upward in -z direction, meanwhile,
the same features are generally in the direction of 45◦ to the x axis for v2. In addition, the
inner and outer circles of v1 are in red and green, respectively, which means the photonic
energy can flow to the middle and upper parts of the particle and modelling space through
this vortex using multiple routes.
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Figure 3. Overview (a) and the rotated view (b) of 3D Poynting vector distribution for the model
of 1310 nm irradiation with the colour codes of streamlines: blue lines for long-base section
(−y direction), red lines for middle section (around 0 position on y axis), and green lines for short-base
section (+y direction). Insets in (b): Outward vortex v1 and Inward vortex v2.
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The proposed switch enables the selection of the propagation routes for the optical
signals at wavelengths of 1310 nm and 1550 nm, as shown in Figure 2, due to the opposite
bending directions of photonic hooks. This phenomenon is unusual for two electromagnetic
irradiations with such a small wavelength gap in the field of photonic hook study. This
is mainly attributed to the separation of two high-magnitude areas of Poynting vectors
as a1 and a2 shown in Figure 2c for the irradiation at the wavelength of 1310 nm. The
corresponding contour seems to not perfectly match with the flow direction and density
of Poynting vectors in 2D Poynting vector distribution (Figure 2c), especially for the gap
between a1 and a2. Nevertheless, it can be properly explained by 3D Poynting vector
analysis in this case. Here we use a 2D Poynting vector distribution of the median yz plane
(x = 0) in greyscale as a screen to divide the 3D Poynting vector visualisation model for
the 1310-nm-wavelength irradiation into +x segment and −x segment, as shown in the
diagram in Figure 4a. View 1 (+x segment visible) and view 2 (−x segment visible) are
defined as two observation angles to separately represent two segments of 3D Poynting
vector distributions without allowing perspective in such a setup, as shown in Figure 4b,c.
In these two figures, the profiles of the downward photonic hook and the high-magnitude
areas, a1 and a2, are portrayed by black solid lines and yellow dashed lines, respectively. It
is found that the profiles of a1 and a2 high-magnitude areas can be sequentially matched by
the dense Poynting vector streamlines in the regions where are close to the median yz plane
of x = 0 in +x segment (view 1) and −x segment (view 2), respectively. The gap between a1
and a2 shown in Figure 2c is attributed to this collective effect, and it leads to the unique
downward photonic hook jointed by two high-magnitude areas for the irradiation at the
wavelength of 1310 nm and spatially ensures optical isolation with the photonic hook
(switching route) of 1550-nm-wavelength signal.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. (a) Diagram of view 1 and view 2 segments and 3D Poynting vector distributions for
(b) view 1 +x segment and (c) view 2 −x segment of the model with the irradiation at the wavelength
of 1310 nm. Orientations of the particle in Figure 4b,c are reversed due to the change of frames of
references for the observers in view 1 and view 2 as shown in Figure 4a.

Figure 5a,b illustrate the overview and close-up views of 3D Poynting vector distri-
bution for the model of 1550-nm-wavelength irradiation. Compared to the distributions
for the model of 1310-nm-wavelength irradiation shown in Figure 3, the Poynting vector
streamlines in Figure 5 are less swirling in the trapezoid particle and more straight in the
volume of the generated photonic hook, which reflects a smaller number of vortexes shown
in Figure 5. Two key vortexes, v5 and v6, are indicated in Figure 5 as well. The photonic
hook of the irradiation at a longer wavelength of 1550 nm appears in the region with the
maximum density of Poynting vector streamlines, basically filling the central volume of
the modelling space. These features are in accordance with the 2D Poynting distribution
on the median yz plane for the same model shown in Figure 2d, which induces an almost
straight, slightly upward photonic hook. Therefore, it is noted that the difference of spatial
location of Poynting vector vortexes crucially influence the bending direction of the gen-
erated photonic hook and vary the subsequent propagation routes for the lights (optical
signals) with similar wavelengths. This effect can be only represented by 3D Poynting
vector distributions [32] and cause multiple localised high-magnitude regions of Poynting
vectors to constitute a complete single photonic hook.
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Figure 5. Overview (a) and the rotated view (b) of 3D Poynting vector distribution for the model
of 1550 nm irradiation with the colour codes of streamlines: blue lines for long-base section
(−y direction), red lines for middle section (around 0 position on y axis), and green lines for short-base
section (+y direction).
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3. Conclusions

The numerical simulation proves that the proposed near-field light-bending photonic
switch as a Janus right-trapezoid-shaped dielectric particle embedded in the core facet of a
planar waveguide can successfully switch and guide the optical signals at two common
communication wavelengths, 1310 nm and 1550 nm, to different propagation routes based
on photonic hook phenomenon. The opposite bending directions are found for the gener-
ated photonic hooks; the downward one for 1310-nm-wavelength irradiation is, unusually,
separated into two high-magnitude areas by a Poynting vector flow. Three-dimensional
Poynting vector analysis demonstrates that the corresponding high-magnitude areas can
be sequentially matched by the Poynting vector streamlines in segments, which means
that photonic hook can exist in a similar joining form. The corresponding mechanism is
reported for the first time, and the future plan of the authors is to visualise similar 3D
Poynting vector flows using virtual reality (VR) technology.
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Abstract: The photonic nanojet phenomenon is commonly used both to increase the resolution of
optical microscopes and to trap nanoparticles. However, such photonic nanojets are not applicable to
an entire class of objects. Here we present a new type of photonic nanojet in reflection mode with
the possibility to control the modulation of the photonic nanojet by a standing wave. In contrast to
the known kinds of reflective photonic nanojets, the reported one occurs when the aluminum oxide
hemisphere is located at a certain distance from the substrate. Under illumination, the hemisphere
generates a primary photonic nanojet directed to the substrate. After reflection, the primary nanojet
acts as an illumination source for the hemisphere, leading to the formation of a new reflective
photonic nanojet. We show that the distance between the hemisphere and substrate affects the phase
of both incident and reflected radiation, and due to constructive interference, the modulation of the
reflective photonic nanojet by a standing wave can be significantly reduced. The results obtained
contribute to the understanding of the processes of photonic nanojet formation in reflection mode
and open new pathways for designing functional optical devices.

Keywords: photonic nanojet; hemisphere; microstructure; interference; standing wave; reflection

1. Introduction

Along with plasmonics, dielectric photonics [1] is associated with the processes of
localization of light and is aimed at increasing the efficiency of the interaction of incident
radiation with matter. The progress in this direction contributes to the development of com-
pact optical radiation control devices, opening opportunities for the creation of new sensing
structures [2], detection of nano- and microparticles [3–6], nanoparticle manipulation [7,8],
luminescence [9,10] and Raman scattering enhancement [11], and both optical [12,13] and
terahertz [14] super-resolution microscopy. Moreover, dielectric photonic structures are free
from the disadvantages associated with extremely high losses that occur with plasmonic
structures, which significantly increases the efficiency of devices based on them [15].

Localization of light requires sharp focusing, which can be achieved by high-numerical-
aperture diffractive optical elements [16]. To date, the most popular approach for micro-
and nanoobject manipulation is the use of various metalenses. In general, a metalens
consists of many distributed microstructures that adjust the incident light to be focused
from several tens of micrometers [17,18] to several millimeters [19]. For example, some
authors [20] used a reflective metalens with a size of 100 μm × 100 μm, which corresponds
to lens dimensions of 93.98λ × 93.98λ at λ = 1064 nm with a focal length of 108λ, almost
equal to the lens diameter. Moreover, the beam waist radius was equal to 0.62λ, i.e., greater
than the diffraction limit. These are the typical size and parameters of microlenses [16].

Although the light cannot be directly focused into the subwave region, for certain
sizes of the dielectric microparticle, it can be “limited” in all three dimensions due to the
specific interference of the radiation transmitted and scattered on the microstructure—an
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effect called a “photonic nanojet” (PNJ) [13,21]. In the photonic nanojet phenomenon,
the scattering is characterized by the refractive index n as well as the Mie size parameter
q = 2πRn/λ, if the dielectric particle has no dissipation. Usually, to form a PNJ, the size
parameter is q = (10 . . . 20)π [22,23] and takes an intermediate value between the dipole
approximation for smaller particles (R � λ) and the geometrical optics approximation for
the largest particles (including lenses, q > 100π). In contrast to metalenses, the use of a
photonic nanojet allows for localizing the incident radiation into the subwavelength region
using a mesoscale particle-lens near its surface, with a characteristic size on the order of
or slightly larger than the wavelength with beam waist radius less than the diffraction
limit [21–23]. Accordingly, the size of the focusing structure can be reduced by about
100 times, compared to classical high-numerical-aperture lenses with increasing focused
field localization below the diffraction limit. The size of a single phase-tuning element in
metalenses has a wavelength scale, which is comparable with the size of a PNJ-generating
microstructure [21]. In this regard, the same technique used for metalens fabrication could
be used for the creation of arrays of PNJ-generated microstructures, opening a way for the
development of new functional structures.

Subwavelength light localization via photonic nanojets not only simplifies the trapping
of nano- and micro-objects but also allows us to reduce the intensity of “trapping light”.
In [24], a PNJ with localization intensity (ratio of the intensities of the focal spot and incident
light) equal to 4 was used to trap 50-nm-sized gold nanoparticles and track the trapping
event through backscattered light. The minimal PNJ intensity for nanoparticle trapping
seems to be around 3 [7], allowing operation with sub-100-nm-sized particles. Enhancement
of the photoluminescence (PL) or Raman scattering signal is the other promising field
for PNJ application. A tenfold enhancement of ZnO thin-film PL was achieved using a
PNJ generated by 5-μm-sized fused silica and polystyrene microspheres [25]. This PL
enhancement arises from modifications of the optical density of states in ZnO due to the
Purcell effect [26] with a threshold starting from a PNJ intensity of 3.5. In turn, the lowest
PNJ intensity for Raman scattering enhancement was reported to be 2.3 [27].

Most studies of photonic nanojets have aimed at obtaining sharp-focused high-
intensity regions of radiation localization in transmission mode, so such functional struc-
tures are not suitable for “traditional” optical and fluorescent microscopes operated in
reflection geometry. In this regard, the development of new functional structures gener-
ating PNJs in reflection mode allows us to combine the unique properties of PNJs and
simplify techniques for their implementation. In general, the formation of a reflective pho-
tonic nanojet from a dielectric microparticle occurs due to the interaction of reflected light,
passed through the parental microparticle, with the incident light, leading to modulation
of the photonic nanojet by a standing wave [28–31]. This feature has great practical impor-
tance since it allows for achieving a relatively high localization intensity in the simplest
experimental geometry. The process of PNJ formation in this geometry is well-studied
theoretically [28–32], and one can find methods for its implementation in real experiments.
For example, the stability of the Brownian motion of nanoparticles could be improved by
using a reflective photonic nanojet [16,30]. It is also well known that optical devices, like
a microscope, or surface-enhanced Raman scattering and photoluminescence-enhancing
structures, can operate in both transmission and reflection modes [33–35].

Here we show that it is possible to avoid modulation of the photonic nanojet by a
standing wave by placing, for example, an aluminum oxide hemisphere [36] at a certain
distance (a gap) from a silicon substrate and using a low-coherence excitation source.
The results obtained indicate that the generated PNJ shows behavior similar to that of a
“classical” PNJ in reflection mode, so it is possible to distinguish the processes involved in its
formation. To provide a link between numerical and experimental studies of the formation
of this kind of PNJ, we fabricated an ordered array of aluminum oxide microspheres with
numerically predicted optical and size parameters and performed direct experimental
measurements of the reflective photonic nanojets generated. This, in turn, opens the way
for microminiaturization of photonics for various purposes and applications.
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2. Materials and Methods

The numerical simulations were performed via finite-difference time-domain mod-
eling [37], performed in Matlab software. The simulation domain was a triangular mesh
with a perfectly matched layer as a boundary. The mesh size was set equal to λ/25, where
λ = 532 nm is an illuminating wavelength, to assure balance between accuracy and calcu-
lated speed. Space and time derivatives were both calculated via second-order accurate
centered difference. The time step was determined by the size of the triangular mesh and
selected to ensure numerical stability. A plane wave TE-polarized light with unit intensity
was generated on the left side of the simulation domain. Calculations were conducted for
two positions of a plane wave source with unit intensity: (i) at 3 μm above the hemisphere,
which was a compromise between model accuracy and calculation time, and (ii) at 100 nm
above the parental microstructure to exclude parasitic interference between the light source
and the PNJ generated in reflection mode. To provide a link with further practical applica-
tions of the PNJ studied, the refractive index of the propagating media was chosen to be
nc = 1.545, which is common for various polymeric materials [38]. The refractive indices
of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), alumina, and silicon are 1.495, 1.7731, and 4.22469,
respectively, at the incident wavelength [39,40].

Direct experimental studies of the photonic nanojet formation were carried out via
a specially built setup (Figure 1). This setup allows one to simultaneously record the
luminescent signal from an area on the order of three square micrometers. A charge-coupled
device (CCD) array and an Andor high-speed spectrometer were used for image capture
and spectral measurements, correspondingly. The size of the CCD was 35.9 × 24 mm with a
pixel size of 5.9 μm, and the resolution was 6016 × 4016 pixels. The Andor spectrometer was
equipped with a Shamrock 750 monochromator and an iStar camera. The monochromator
had three motorized diffraction gratings with 600, 1200, and 2400 lines per millimeter, and
the maximum spectral resolution was 0.3 nm. The iStar camera is a cooled CCD with a
pixel size of 13 × 13 microns, providing a maximum shooting speed of 1.3 ns. A Nikon
λ Plan Apo series microscope lens (NA0.9, 100x) was used to construct images. The lens
was mounted on a piezoelectric positioner (movement range along the Z-axis, 400 μm;
accuracy, 10 nm; minimal step, 4 nm). An adjustable neutral optical density filter (variable
optical density from 0.1 to 4) was used to balance the incident radiation intensity for the
constructed image and spectral intensity measurements. During image construction, the
objective formed a slightly divergent light beam, which was then divided into two channels.
The first beam was directed to the CCD that captured the image, and the second one was
collected by the fiber input of the spectrometer (core diameter, 300 μm), acting as a pinhole
in the confocal scheme. The CCD and the fiber input of the spectrometer were placed at
the same distance from the beam-splitting cube; hence, the images of the working area
captured by CCD and the one directed to the spectrometer had the same lateral dimensions.

The NKT Photonics SuperK Extreme broadband coherent light source was used as an
incident light source; it generates radiation in the range of 450–1800 nm and was equipped
with an acousto-optic filter unit with the possibility to select the required wavelength with
a spectral half-width of 5 nm and average power of 3 mW. This source has low spatial
coherence and emits an almost unpolarized light, which allows one to reduce as much as
possible the occurrence of interference events during measurements.

The fabrication of dielectric structures with precalculated geometric parameters was
carried out by a combination of methods of electron beam lithography, vacuum deposition,
and selective chemical etching. These methods are the standard technological approaches
used in silicon microelectronics and, thus, could be used in further serial production of
functional optical devices based on PNJ phenomena. A schematic representation of the
dielectric microstructure fabrication process is shown in Figure 2a and, in general, consisted
of three steps. In the first step, a PMMA layer was spin-coated onto a silicon substrate. To
provide higher mechanical stability of the PMMA film and avoid probable damage during
further development, the film was annealed at 150 ◦C for 3 h, resulting in total removal of
the remaining solvent molecules and reduction of the internal stresses in the film due to its
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transformation from liquid to solid state. After that, the pattern for the future microparticle
array with the required hemispherical profile was formed in the PMMA film via electron
beam lithography. The exposure dose and scanning rate were adjusted in such a way as
to ensure a hemispherical profile to be written in the volume of PMMA film, keeping the
required gap distance between the microstructures and substrate. It is well known that
PMMA is a positive resist, and its molecules break during exposure to an electron beam.
As a result, the exposed areas become soluble in the developer solution (9:1 mixture of
isopropyl alcohol with water). The resulting array of holes in the PMMA film acted as
a template for microparticle creation via the vacuum deposition technique. The quality
of the template, e.g., the depth of the microholes and its surface profile, was controlled
via the atomic-force microscopy (AFM) technique (Figure 2b), which revealed that the
average upper diameter of microholes was about 1000 ± 40 nm, with 500 ± 10 nm depth.
The alumina deposition was performed using a PVD-2EB2R11 vacuum deposition device
(ADVAVAC, Canada) equipped with a magnetron sputtering system, allowing deposited
layer thickness control of up to 1 nm. To increase adhesion, before deposition, the sample
was activated by argon plasma.

Figure 1. Specially built setup for photonic nanojet studies: IL, incident light; BE, beam expander;
L, collimating lens; NF, Notch filter; ML, microscope lens; Z-stage, piezoelectric positioner; BS,
beamsplitter; Spec, spectrometer; CCD, camera. The inset shows the material definitions.

In general, the fabricated arrays occupy an area of 400 × 400 μm. In the case of a 1-μm-
diameter aluminum oxide hemisphere, the array contains 17.5 thousand single microstruc-
tures. Figure 2c shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 135 × 100 μm
area with more than 2000 uniformly distributed dielectric microstructures of the same
lateral size. In turn, a 0.9NA-100× microscope lens, used in our setup for image construc-
tion, provided simultaneous capture of the PNJs from approximately 1000 microstructures
(Figure 2d), giving plenty of room for precise high-resolution optical measurements. It
should be noted that microstructures could be resolved using even a 0.6NA microscope
lens with 40× or 60× magnification. However, a low-resolution lens does not allow direct
measurements of a single PNJ’s intensity, because there are about 20 microstructures in a
field of view of the fiber-optical signal collection system.
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Figure 2. (a) A schematic illustration of the fabrication process of aluminum oxide hemispheres; (b)
AFM image of the polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) surface after production of the hemisphere
templates (scale bar is 2 μm), and the corresponding depth profiles before (blue curve) and after (gray
curve) aluminum oxide deposition; (c) SEM image top-view of the aluminum oxide hemisphere array
(scale bar is 50 μm); the inset shows a cross section of PMMA film cut through the microstructure
array, indicating their hemispherical shape; (d) an array of photonic nanojets generated in reflection
mode, captured with a 0.9NA microscope lens.

3. Results and Discussion

The numerically simulated pattern of the reflective photonic nanojet’s modulation by
a standing wave is shown in Figure 3a. It was found that the use of a low-coherence light
source made it possible to reduce the interference between the incident and reflected light,
resulting in “uniform” PNJ formation, without the appearance of the interference pattern
(Figure 3b).

 

Figure 3. Numerical simulation of photonic nanojet (PNJ) formation in reflection mode: (a) the intensity distribution for a
PNJ formed via modulation by a standing wave (for calculations, the light source was placed at 3 μm above the hemisphere);
(b) the intensity distribution for a PNJ formed without modulation (for calculations, the light source was placed at 100 nm
above the hemisphere). Incident light (λ = 532 nm in the air) propagates from left to right. For clarity, the hemisphere
position is marked by white dashed lines. The calculated intensity distributions were normalized to the incident light
intensity and plotted up to the maximal PNJ intensity.
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It is interesting to note that both types of PNJs (generated by or without interference
with incident light) have pretty similar properties: (i) the maximum localization intensity
is separated from the hemisphere’s surface and located at ≈0.8λ from it; (ii) the PNJ length
(Leff), defined as the distance where the maximal PNJ intensity (Imax) decreases by e times,
is also almost the same and equal to 1.7 μm or ≈3λ (in a case of an “interference-based”
PNJ, this distance was estimated for interference maxima); (iii) the FWHM of PNJs in a
maximum-intensity area is also similar and equal to 0.75 λ. The quality factor (Q) was
determined as [22,41]

Q =
Imax·Le f f

FWHM
, (1)

where FWHM is the full width at half-maximum of the PNJ intensity; for PNJs generated
without modulation by a standing wave, this is equal to 7.37 and close to the square root of
Q for a PNJ with modulation (46.19), which also indicates the connection between these
two PNJ types.

Taking into account the value of the quality factor and light intensity in the localization
area, we believe that the new type of reflective photonic nanojet described above may
replace different types of objective lenses (metalens) or arrays of lenses [42,43] in different
miniaturized environments, including lab-on-a-chip devices, and could be suitable for the
manipulation of nanoparticles and the enhancement of PL and Raman scattering signals as
well. However, the use of such devices and applications is a challenge for future research.

To provide experimental verification, we obtained the PNJ intensity distribution
across its propagation length using the synchronizing spectrometer with the piezoelectric
positioner to collect the intensity at every movement step (≈4 nm). The experimentally
measured PNJ intensity distribution was in good agreement with the numerically calculated
one (Figure 4). Moreover, the PNJ images captured at the maximum-intensity point (0.4 μm
on the Z-axis), on the end of an effective PNJ length (1.5 μm on the Z-axis), and at the
very end of the PNJ, where its intensity becomes close to the background level (2.8 μm
on the Z-axis), were also in a good agreement with the calculated ones. The results
obtained prove the possibility of PNJ generation in reflection mode without modulation by
a standing wave.

 

Figure 4. Intensity scan across the Z-axis on the incident wavelength. Top insets illustrate the
calculated PNJ intensity distributions at the marked points (scale bar is 1 μm). Bottom insets show
the captured images of PNJs at the marked points (scale bar is 2 μm). The zero point on the Z-scale
corresponds to the surface of the hemisphere.
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The next question to be solved is to distinguish the process of PNJ formation in
reflection mode due to interference between reflected and incident light. The intensity
distributions for both PNJ types (Figure 5a) illustrate the similar behavior of the PNJs, men-
tioned above in the Introduction section. This allows one to conclude that the interaction
of a bare reflected PNJ with incident light can be described by the well-known interference
equation [44] as follows:

I = IPNJ + I0 + 2·
√

IPNJ ·I0· cos(2πk), (2)

where IPNJ is the intensity of the PNJ due to reflection from the substrate, and I0 is the
incident light intensity; k = (nhs·Rhs + Iϕ)·LZ is the reflected light phase shift caused by its
passing through the gap (Iϕ) and the hemisphere with refractive index nhs and radius Rhs,
as well, during its backward propagation along the Z-axis over the distance LZ. It should
be noted that inside the gap the additional interference pattern occurs, which could either
enhance or quench the light reflected from the substrate.This feature is likely a reason for
the nonmonotonic change in PNJ intensity with increasing the gap [36].

 

Figure 5. (a) Intensity distribution profiles for PNJs generated in reflection mode due to interference between reflected and
incident light (green curve) and only due to reflected light (red line). (b) A comparison of interference patterns for PNJs
formed by the interaction of reflected and incident light (green line, the same as in Figure 5a) and the calculated interference
pattern between reflected light (which is the red curve on Figure 5a) and incident light with unity intensity (blue curve). The
surface of the hemisphere is marked by a grey dashed line, while the light traces inside the hemisphere and those passed
through it to the substrate are shown by semitransparent curves.

As a result, the “simulated” interference patterns [45] are quite well matched with
the numerically calculated intensity distribution for PNJs formed due to interference
between reflected and incident light (Figure 5b). Some mismatch in the modulation depth
at distances above the effective PNJ length, and a significant mismatch in interference
patterns in the gap and substrate area, may indicate the presence of additional factors
affecting PNJ formation in reflection mode.

Analysis of the data presented in Figures 3–5 allows us to assume the following
mechanism of PNJ formation due to only light reflected from the substrate for the case
when there is a certain gap between the parental microstructure and the substrate. After
illumination, the hemisphere forms a primary PNJ on its shadow surface (this is a “classical”
PNJ in transmission mode) [46]. This primary PNJ is located slightly apart (≈100 nm or
1
2 gap) from the hemisphere’s surface. When the primary PNJ is reflected back from the
substrate, it acts as a new (effective) illumination source for the hemisphere, leading to
the formation of a secondary PNJ, which appears to be the one PNJ formed due to bare
reflection from a substrate. In fact, by choosing the value of the gap, we controlled the
phases of radiation both incident and reflected from the substrate, and due to constructive
interference, the modulation of the reflective photonic nanojet by a standing wave was
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significantly reduced. From this point of view, concerning the new excitation source
position, the secondary PNJ is formed as in transmission mode and, thus, could exist
without modulation by the standing wave.

4. Conclusions

A new type of photonic nanojet in reflection mode without modulation by a standing
wave was numerically and experimentally predicted herein. This nanojet was generated by
an aluminum oxide micro-hemisphere placed at a certain gap from the silicon substrate and
occurred under low-coherence light illumination. In this case, the parental microstructure
first generated a PNJ in transmission mode that, after reflection from the substrate, acted
as a new effective excitation source for the microstructure. The exact gap value depended
on the parental microstructure parameters: size, shape, refractive index contrast with
surrounding media, and substrate parameters (i.e., reflection coefficient, refractive index,
etc. [21,28,47]) that determine the properties of light reflection from the substrate, thus
affecting the final PNJ properties. Taking into account that the PNJ properties depend on
refractive index contrast [21,27,39,48], it is possible to adjust these properties by changing
the material of the microstructure, its surrounding media, substrate parameters, and/or
the gap value. The results obtained are promising for optical sensing, surface-enhanced
Raman scattering [11,27], optical data processing, nanoparticle manipulations, sorting and
imaging of micro- and nanoobjects, and studies in reflection geometry using a regular
confocal microscope [49].
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Abstract: The photonic nanojet is a non-resonance focusing phenomenon with high intensity and
narrow spot that can serve as a powerful biosensor for in vivo detection of red blood cells, micro-
organisms, and tumor cells in blood. In this study, we first demonstrated photonic nanojet modulation
by utilizing a spider-silk-based metal–dielectric dome microlens. A cellar spider was employed
in extracting the silk fiber, which possesses a liquid-collecting ability to form a dielectric dome
microlens. The metal casing on the surface of the dielectric dome was coated by using a glancing
angle deposition technique. Due to the nature of surface plasmon polaritons, the characteristics of
photonic nanojets are strongly modulated by different metal casings. Numerical and experimental
results showed that the intensity of the photonic nanojet was increased by a factor of three for the
gold-coated dome microlens due to surface plasmon resonance. The spider-silk-based metal-dielectric
dome microlens could be used to scan a biological target for large-area imaging with a conventional
optical microscope.

Keywords: photonic nanojet; spider silk; dome lens

1. Introduction

Currently, the design of mesoscale photonic devices with high spatial resolution and
operation speed opens up prospects for the evolution of novel microscopic and manufac-
turing technologies [1,2]. According to the principle of optics, the spatial resolution of
traditional optical elements is defined by diffraction, and the minimum dimension of the
focal spot is more than half the wavelength of the incident light wave. This description sig-
nifies that traditional optical elements in the circuit are positioned at an extensive distance
from each other compared to the wavelength. Therefore, multitudinous investigations have
verified the materialization of a high-intensity optical field restrained in a region when
the light wave was focused by a mesoscale dielectric particle [3–14]. This phenomenon is
referred to in several academic papers as the photonic nanojet effect. For generating a pho-
tonic nanojet, the Mie size parameter (q = 2πr/λ) of a dielectric particle should correspond
to q~(2 . . . 40)π, where r is the particle radius and λ is the operating wavelength [15,16]. In
contrast to the case of focusing radiation with a traditional optical lens, a photonic nanojet
is formed in the near-scattering area, where the intensity field is a complex spatial structure
determined by a superposition of outgoing and decaying evanescent waves. The intensity
distribution and localization of a photonic nanojet depends on the shapes and physical
properties of the mesoscale dielectric particles and surrounding media. As a rule, the as-
semblies of mesoscale particles are embedded in a polymer film, which makes it possible to
arrange particles in diverse spatial configurations [17–20]. Such a composite polymer film
will lead to a multiple increase in the intensity field of a photonic nanojet. However, one of
the problems with photonic nanojets in near-field focusing is the short spatial length of
the focal region that emerges near the convex surface of classical particle geometry. Hence,
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the searches for mesoscale particles of other geometric shapes are stimulated to extend the
length of the photonic nanojet as far as possible from the particle surface [21,22]. It is also
noted that the characteristics (length, width, and peak intensity) of photonic nanojets can
be varied by changing the geometric parameters of mesoscale particles such as spheroids,
hemispheres, core-shell spheres, toroids, axicons, pyramids, and cuboids [23–31]. However,
the fabrication of composite inhomogeneous particles is a problem of great complexity.
A natural method is required for assembling mesoscale particular particles in the next
step. In natural materials, spider silk possesses several valuable features, including large
tensile strength, great toughness, and high elasticity [32–34]. In general, spider silk is
enclosed by meshes with nanosized strings and cavities. The appearance of a lyotropic
liquid crystalline phase determines the mechanical properties of spider silk. Among spider
silks, dragline silk possesses large tensile strength and is used as the skeleton of a web.
Natural silk fiber can be utilized for optical guiding, imaging, and sensing applications due
to its biocompatibility, bioresorbability, and excellent mechanical properties [35–40]. An
optical microlens based on natural silk fiber could therefore be very practical, and needs
further demonstration.

In this study, we first theoretically and experimentally demonstrate efficient photonic
nanojet modulation of a mesoscale metal–dielectric dome microlens based on natural silk
fiber. The silk fibers were directly collected from a daddy long-legs spider for fabricating
the dome microlens due to their better homogeneity and mechanical properties. The
glancing angle deposition technique was used to coat different metal layers on the dome
surface. The inspections of the photonic nanojet modulations were performed by numerical
simulations and a laser scanning digital microscope. The critical parameters of the focusing
spot for the dome microlens with different metal coatings were studied systematically.

2. Experimental Methods

2.1. Metal–Dielectric Dome Microlens

The cellar spider (Pholcus phalangioides), commonly known as the “daddy long-legs”,
can be found throughout the world, especially in undisturbed low-light locations. People
often associate this spider with living in the corners of a rooms near the floor and ceiling.
Figure 1a shows a daddy long-legs spider that usually spins its webs large, loose, and flat. A
daddy long-legs spider was employed to output a single strand of silk fiber from the major
ampullate gland for the experiments. Figure 1b shows the electric reeling system for silk
fiber collection under controlled conditions of reeling speed, humidity, and temperature.
A silk fiber with a smooth surface, circular cross-section, and uniform material quality
was extracted with the reeling process. This silk fiber was a transparent medium, and
the refractive index was about 1.55 in visible light region [35]. Due to the high refractive
index contrast between silk fiber and the surrounding air, optical multimode guidance
can be excited in the silk fiber [37]. After the reeling collection, a silk fiber with a 7 cm
length and a 2 μm diameter was fixed at both ends of a specialized holder. A paraffin
wax was placed below the bare silk fiber, and the photocurable resin (Everwide FP098)
was dropped onto the silk’s surface. The refractive indices of the photocurable resin were
1.519, 1.503, and 1.495 for 405 nm, 532 nm, and 671 nm wavelengths, respectively. Due
to the obstruction of the paraffin wax, the photocurable resin was concentrated only in
one direction and formed a dome shape on the silk fiber. In the initial phase, slight resin
drops condensed on the transparent puffs. As resin condensation continued, the puffs
enlarged into bumps and finally became periodic dome shapes. The standing time of the
photocurable resin determined the dome dimension because the silk fiber had the excellent
ability of directional liquid collection. This structural wet-rebuilding ability of silk fiber
has been reported in previous scientific literature [33]. Finally, the solidified dielectric
dome microlens was obtained by using an ultraviolet oven (OPAS TX-500ST, Ganbow
Technology Co., New Taipei City, Taiwan) and curing statically for 12 s. Furthermore, the
glancing angle deposition technique was performed to coat different metal nanolayers on
the dome surface [41]. Figure 1c shows the sputtering manufacturing process for coating
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the spider-silk-based metal-dielectric dome microlens. The metal nanolayer could be
uniformly deposited on the dome surface because the silk fiber was inclined with respect to
the metal target during the sputtering process. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was
employed to obtain the actual images of the dome microlens on the silk fiber. Figure 1d
exhibits an SEM image of the spider-silk-based metal-dielectric dome microlens. It was
observed that the diameter of the silk fiber was about 2 μm, and the uniformity of dome
shape was excellent. In order to verify the metal layer’s thickness, the metal–dielectric
dome microlens was cleaved by a commercial focused ion beam system (Helios NanoLab
600i, FEI, Hillscoro, OR, USA). It was clarified that the thickness of the metal nano-layer
was about 5 nm. The silk-based metal–dielectric dome microlens could be utilized as a
plasmonic device.

 

Figure 1. (a) A photo of a daddy long-legs spider. (b) The electric reeling system for the spider silk.
(c) The sputtering manufacturing process for coating the spider-silk-based metal–dielectric dome
microlens. (d) An SEM image of the dome microlens. (e) The laser scanning digital microscope
system for measuring the dome microlens. (f) A schematic diagram of the dome microlens for
photonic nanojet modulation.

2.2. Measurement Setup

In the experiments, a commercial laser scanning digital microscope system (LEXT
OLS4100, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was employed for measuring the optical field intensity
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of different metal–dielectric dome microlenses [42]. Figure 1e shows the experimental
configuration of the measurement system. A diode-pumped solid-state laser with wave-
lengths of 405 nm, 532 nm, and 671 nm was used for illuminating the dome microlens. The
metal-dielectric dome microlens was clamped on a specialized holder and fastened on a
three-axis motorized stage for aligning the laser beam. The auto-focus processing, based on
Olympus software, was used to obtain accurate cross-section images with a 10 nm height
resolution and 120 nm lateral resolution. The experimental images of the field intensity
distributions generated by the dome microlens were acquired by using an objective lens
(MPLAPON100XLEXT, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) with a working distance of 0.35 mm, a
numerical aperture of 0.95, and a photomultiplier. The technical details of the commercial
laser scanning digital microscope can be found on the official website for Olympus. Figure
1f shows the schematic diagram of the metal-dielectric dome microlens for photonic nanojet
modulation. The convex side of the metal-dielectric dome microlens was illuminated by
the laser beam along the x axis. The photonic nanojet is shown on the right side of the dome
microlens. The focal length f is the axial distance from the flat side of the dome microlens
to the maximum peak amplitude (Imax) along the x axis. The decay length is the axial
distance from the Imax at which the intensity distribution drops to Imax/e along the x axis.
The full width at half-maximum (FWHM) is the transverse width between the Imax and
half-maximum point along the z axis. The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method
was utilized to build the simulation model of the metal-dielectric dome microlens [43]. The
mesh grid in the metal layer region was 1 nm for high accuracy, but the mesh grid in the
dielectric and surrounding media was 20 nm for high calculation speed. Perfectly matched
boundary layers were implemented along the boundaries of the simulation area. The gold-,
silver-, and copper-coating layers had a refractive index of 0.54 + 2.23i, 0.05 + 3.43i, and
1.12 + 2.59i, respectively, at a wavelength of 532 nm [44]. The surrounding medium was air
with a refractive index of 1.

3. Results and Discussions

In order to achieve the function of photonic nanojet beam steering, it is important to
be able to arbitrarily modulate the focusing property from different metal–dielectric dome
microlenses. The numerical and experimental results of the photonic nanojet modulation
were verified as indicated below. Figure 2a–d display the numerical results of normalized
power flow patterns for the dielectric, gold-coated, silver-coated, and copper-coated dome
microlenses. From the amplitude distributions, one can observe that the photonic nanojet
was formed close to the surface of the microlens for the dielectric dome microlens, while
it moved away from the microlens surface for the metal-coated dome microlenses. In the
case of a general sphere, the photonic nanojet only has a short focal length due to the rapid
convergence and divergence near the focusing point [11]. The photonic nanojet can be
modified by changing the design of the engineered spheres, which leads to a sharp spot
size [12]. This concept demonstrated that the dome microlens acted like a ball lens, and
the focusing spot was deformed along the propagation direction by the different metal
nanolayer coatings. It was also observed that the effect of the metal nanolayers on the
photonic nanojet beam shaping was clarified by the power flow patterns. The maximum
intensity of the photonic nanojet changed as the metal nanolayers of dome microlenses
changed. As seen from the power flow patterns, the intensity of the photonic nanojet was
effectively amplified by coating a gold nanolayer on the dome surface, due to the surface
plasmon polaritons [45].
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Figure 2. Numerical results of normalized power flow patterns for the (a) dielectric, (b) gold-coated,
(c) silver-coated, and (d) copper-coated dome microlenses; and raw experimental images of the
(e) dielectric, (f) gold-coated, (g) silver-coated, and (h) copper-coated dome microlenses. The incident
wavelength was 532 nm for all the dome microlenses. The inset is a microphotograph of the spider-
silk-based dome microlens.

Figure 2e–h display the direct experimental images of the intensity distribution for
different metal-dielectric dome microlenses at a 532 nm wavelength for verification. Com-
pared with the simulation results, the focusing effect of the photonic nanojet is exhibited
clearly in the raw images. Apparently, the field intensity distributions of the experiments
were largely in agreement with the simulation results. As shown in Figure 2a,e, the di-
electric dome microlens generated the photonic nanojet, the shape of which behaved in
a manner similar to a stiletto knife. The field intensity distributions around the focusing
point were nearly parallel, and therefore formed a narrow strip. It can be seen in Figure 2f
that the focusing intensity of the gold-coated dome microlens was enhanced significantly
due to the surface plasmon resonance. The photonic nanojet’s focus with the surface plas-
mon resonance was almost three times the field intensity of the dielectric dome microlens.
Controllable photonic nanojet formation excited by plasmonic effects can be described by
the dispersion relation of the surface plasmon polaritons [45,46]. The experimental image
in Figure 2g demonstrates that the surface plasmon absorption excited on the silver layer
caused the intensity reduction of the photonic nanojet for the silver-coated dome microlens.
In Figure 2h, the dispersion effect on the surface of the copper-coated dome microlens
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can be observed due to the surface plasmon scattering. The surface-dependent reflectance
arose from the copper layer, and the optical beam was dispersed from the layer surface.

To quantitatively estimate the quality of the photonic nanojet, we determined several
critical parameters from the field intensity distribution. Figure 3 shows the critical parame-
ters as a function of the incident wavelength for the dome microlenses with different metal
coatings. The focal lengths at a 532 nm wavelength were measured to be 2.27 μm, 2.66 μm,
2.75 μm, and 2.88 μm for the dielectric, gold-coated, silver-coated, and copper-coated dome
microlenses, respectively. The focal length increased as the incident wavelength increased.
Compared to the dielectric dome microlens, the focal length was increased by 27% for the
copper-coated dome microlens. The focal length could be adjusted by varying the metal
layer. When the dome microlens was coated with a metal layer, the focal length was large
enough to meet the working distance for microlens-aided imaging [2]. In Figure 3b, the
decay lengths at a 532 nm wavelength were measured to be 1.93 μm, 2.29 μm, 2.16 μm,
and 2.23 μm for the dielectric, gold-coated, silver-coated, and copper-coated dome mi-
crolenses, respectively. It was observed that the decay length had a maximum value at an
incident wavelength of 532 nm for all the metal-dielectric dome microlenses. In Figure 3c,
the transverse FWHMs at a 532 nm wavelength were measured to be 192 nm, 215 nm,
232 nm, and 263 nm for the dielectric, gold-coated, silver-coated, and copper-coated dome
microlenses, respectively. The transverse FWHM of the photonic nanojet decreased as
the incident wavelength decreased. As the incident wavelength decreased to 405 nm, the
corresponding FWHM became significantly less than 0.5λ via the experimental verifica-
tions. The suggested metal-dielectric dome microlenses showed great potential for far-field
super-resolution lithography and imaging applications [42].

 

Figure 3. Critical parameters as a function of incident wavelength for the dome microlenses with
different metal coatings: (a) focal length, (b) decay length, and (c) FWHM.
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Figure 4a shows the normalized intensity distributions of photonic nanojets for the
different metal-dielectric dome microlenses along the propagation axis (x axis). The origin
of the longitudinal profile along the propagation axis was located at the flat surface of the
dome microlenses. All intensity profiles were normalized to the intensity profile for the
dielectric dome microlens. The photonic nanojet generated by dome microlenses emerged
in the form of a Gaussian distribution with an exponentially decaying trail. The length of
the photonic nanojet increased as the dome microlens was coated with metal layer, and
the field intensity was enhanced as well. The maximum intensity increased by 180% for
the gold coating, although the maximum intensity decreased by 10% for the silver coating.
Depending on the metal layer, we observed that not only the intensity of the photonic
nanojet was enhanced, but the effective length of the photonic nanojet also was elongated.
The engineered metal–dielectric dome microlens is expected to provide high concentration
and low divergence in the focusing point [24].

 

Figure 4. (a) Normalized intensity distributions of photonic nanojets for different metal-dielectric
dome microlenses along the propagation axis (x axis). (b) FWHM as a function of the propagation
distance for photonic nanojets for the different metal-dielectric dome microlenses. The inset indicates
that the yellow arrow is the propagation direction, the red lines are the positions of serial cross-
sections for the FWHM, and the blue lines are the straight fitting lines.

Figure 4b shows the FWHM as a function of the propagation distance for the photonic
nanojets with different metal–dielectric dome microlenses. The origin of the propagation
distance corresponded to the point of maximal peak amplitude. The slope of the straight
fitting line was used to determine the divergence angle of the photonic nanojets [7]. The
divergence angles at a 532 nm wavelength were measured to be 6.3◦, 2.6◦, 3.8◦, and
7.2◦ for the dielectric, gold-coated, silver-coated, and copper-coated dome microlenses,
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respectively. The proposed metal-coated dome microlens can work with a low divergence
angle and long focal length, which is not possible for dielectric spherical microlenses. It
was apparent that the divergence angle of the designed dome microlens was sensitive to the
refractive index of the surrounding medium. When the dome microlens was coated with a
metal layer, the refractive index of the surrounding medium could be found indirectly by
measuring the divergence angle. Both the above-mentioned experimental and simulation
results confirmed that the metal-dielectric dome microlens with flexible photonic nanojet
modulation was suitable for a plasmonic sensor of the refractive index [47].

4. Conclusions

In this work, photonic nanojet modulation based on a metal-dielectric dome microlens
was first theoretically and experimentally demonstrated with an extended focal length,
narrow beam waist, long effective length, and low divergence angle. The directional liquid
collection capability of wet-rebuilt silk fiber was utilized for the formation of the dielectric
dome microlens. The dielectric dome microlens was coated with different metal layers by
using the glancing angle deposition technique. Through FDTD simulation and experimen-
tal analysis, we concluded that the improvement of the photonic nanojet was attributed to
the nature of surface plasmon polaritons, which caused a high concentration near the metal-
dielectric interface. The gold-coated dome microlens had an intensity enhancement of
about three times due to surface plasmon resonance. The focal length of the photonic nano-
jet was increased by 27% for the copper-coated dome microlens. A minimum divergence
angle of 2.6◦ was achieved by the gold-coated dome microlens. Moreover, the proposed
metal-dielectric dome microlens showed compatibility with the adjacent wavelengths and
a spot width less than half-wavelength. These kinds of plasmonic microlenses have great
potential in far-field flexible parallel lithography with a sub-wavelength line width.
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Abstract: Shaped optical fiber tips have recently attracted a lot of interest for photonic jet light
focusing due to their easy manipulation to scan a sample. However, lensed optical fibers are not
new. This study analyzes how fiber tip parameters can be used to control focusing properties. Our
study shows that the configurations to generate a photonic jet (PJ) can clearly be distinguished from
more classical-lensed fibers focusing. PJ is a highly concentrated, propagative light beam, with a
full width at half maximum (FWHM) that can be lower than the diffraction limit. According to the
simulations, the PJs are obtained when light is coupled in the guide fundamental mode and when
the base diameter of the microlens is close to the core diameter. For single mode fibers or fibers with
a low number of modes, long tips with a relatively sharp shape achieve PJ with smaller widths. On
the contrary, when the base diameter of the microlens is larger than the fiber core, the focus point
tends to move away from the external surface of the fiber and has a larger width. In other words, the
optical system (fiber/microlens) behaves in this case like a classical-lensed fiber with a larger focus
spot size. The results of this study can be used as guidelines for the tailored fabrication of shaped
optical fiber tips according to the targeted application.

Keywords: photonic jet; nanojet; waveguide; microlens; fiber tip

1. Introduction

The term photonic jet (PJ) was first coined by Z. Chen et al. in 2004 when Modelling
cylindrical dielectric structures under plane wave illumination; simulations showed that
light can be concentrated at the mesoscale with a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
lower than the diffraction limit (<λ/2, where λ is the free space wavelength), and with
a power density significantly higher than the incident wave [1–3]. The key properties
of the PJ include: its position (working distance WD: distance from the tip end to the
maximum intensity of the photonic jet), FWHM, light intensity peak value and intensity
decay length. The determination of these properties has been the aim of numerous the-
oretical and experimental studies [4–9]. The properties of the PJ depend on the material
refractive indexes, the dielectric object geometric shape and size, and on the incidence
wavelength [2,10,11]. PJ can be obtained using cyilnders, spheres or non-spherical dielectric
objects [11]. The interest of PJ has been demonstrated for applications such as enhanced
Raman scattering [12–14], fluorescence enhancement [15,16], improvement in optical-disk
data storage technology [17,18], in sub-micrometer laser etching process on semiconductors
and metals [19–22], to achieve optical tweezers [23] and many other applications [24].

Unfortunately, the technique is not easy to implement in some industrial processes
such as lithography or spectral analysis, where the PJ must scan a sample with a complex
pattern. For such applications, the sphere-like object cannot be directly placed on the
sample. A mechanical micro-holder or optical tweezers are required to manipulate it
accurately [19]. For these reasons, more recently, attention has been paid to PJ generation
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with waveguides [25] and optical fibers; solutions have been proposed to put the sphere
at the end of a hollow-core optical fiber [26,27] or to use an optical fiber with a shaped
tip [21,28–31]. Shaped fiber tips have several advantages: easy to move, no necessary
contact with the sample and possibility to collect the backscattered light. Owing to the
aforementioned arguments, this technique can become a major solution in industrial pro-
cesses and characterization such as sub-micron laser processing or high-resolution spectral
analysis. Nevertheless, the concept of shaped fiber tips has already been known as mi-
crolensed fibers for the past 40 years. Initially, microlensed fibers were extensively exploited
to improve the coupling between light sources and optical fibers [32–36]. Microlensed
fibers are also used in Optical Coherence Tomography OCT [37], scanning microscopy
and spectroscopy [38]. Lensed fibers have been fabricated using a large range of methods
including: chemical etching [39], laser heating [40] and electric arc discharge melting [41].

The aim of the present work is to investigate shaped optical fiber tips to identify what
distinguishes photonic jet generation from classical-lensed fibers focusing. This study also
makes it possible to control the properties of the PJ by optimizing the different parameters
of a shaped optical fiber tip.

2. Numerical Approach

First a multimode silica optical fiber with a low number of modes is considered for
2D simulation: core diameter 2a = 20 μm and cladding diameter of 125 μm (20/125 μm
fiber), cladding and core refractive index, 1.44 and 1.457 respectively, corresponding to a
numerical aperture (NA) around 0.22. The fiber is exited at a wavelength of 1064 nm by
its fundamental mode, approximated by a Gaussian function. The propagation direction
is set along the x-axis. The source wave is linearly polarized along the z-axis (see axes in
Figure 1). To describe the tip shape, the standard form of the rational quadratic Bézier
curve is used, set by the tip height (h), the base diameter (D) and the Bézier weight (W0) [31].
The tip is considered to have the same refractive index as the fiber core. This minimizes the
reflection. Light propagate along the fiber, then through the shaped fiber tip and then in
the air.

Figure 1. Tip shapes representation. Height h = 26 μm. (Top) W0 = 1.1, and 4 base diameters D:
30 μm, 50 μm, 70 μm, 80 μm and (down) D = 30 μm and 3 Bézier weights W0: 0.3, 0.6, 1.1. Core
diameter 2a = 20 μm.
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The electric field distribution is obtained numerically with a 2D finite element method
(FEM), COMSOL Multiphysics©, using a free triangular mesh having a maximum mesh
size of λ/10. Scattering boundary conditions are used along the fiber cladding and perfectly
matched layers (PMLs) around the free space surrounding the tip.

As illustrated in Figure 1-top, several microlens base diameters (30 μm, 50 μm, 70 μm
and 80 μm) were considered in order to study their influence on the PJ using the same
shape Bézier weight W0 = 1.1 and height h = 26 μm.The influence of the tip height (h) and
sharpness (described by the Bézier weight W0, see Figure 1-down) have also been studied.

3. Results

Figure 2a depicts the simulation of the intensity (|E|2) distribution inside and outside
the shaped optical fiber tip with a base diameter D = 30 μm, height h = 26 μm, weight
W0 = 1.1. A PJ is produced with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.2 μm and at a
working distance WD of 24 μm.

Figure 2. Photonic jet generation (intensity |E|2) for a 20/125 silica optical fiber, ng = 1.440 and
nc = 1.457 (NA of 0.22). Excitation by the fundamental mode at a λ = 1064 nm. Tips with h = 26 μm,
W0 = 1.1, (a) D = 30 μm, (b) D = 50 μm, (c) D = 70 μm, (d) D = 80 μm. White scale bars represent
20 μm.

More generally, Figure 2 shows the evolution of the 2D simulated intensity distribution
when the tip base diameters increases from 30 μm up to 80 μm. For each configuration the
maximum electrical field value outside the tip (for an unitary incident fundamental mode),
the corresponding FWHM (evaluate on the intensity) and working distance are given in
Table 1.

When the tip diameter increases, the PJ position (WD) is further, its electrical field
maximum decreases and FWHM increases. Figure 2d corresponds to the longer and
the largest PJ, with a working distance 200% longer than in Figure 2a. The FWHM is
260% larger and the electric field norm is 46% lower than the PJ obtained with the lowest
base diameter.
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Table 1. Focus parameters for several fibers and lens diameters D, λ = 1064 nm. Unitary fundamental
mode excitation.

Microlens Base
Diameter [μm]

FWHM [μm] WD [μm]
Electrical Field

[V/m]

Fiber 20/125, NA = 0.22, h = 26 μm, W0 = 1.1

30 1.2 24.6 3.08
50 3.0 65.6 2.08
70 3.9 73.6 1.73
80 4.2 74.7 1.66

Fiber 50/125, NA = 0.22, h = 36 μm, W0 = 0.7

60 1.1 41 4.63
70 1.2 57.1 4.51
80 1.3 76 4.45

110 2.5 153 3.40

Fiber 10/125, NA = 0.12, h = 14 μm, W0 = 1.1

15 1.0 9.4 2.76
17 1.1 11.9 2.60
19 1.2 17.7 2.46
21 1.7 23.2 2.12

The corresponding electric field norm |E| profile on the photonic jet planes has
been plotted for the 20 μm core fiber but also for optical fibers with core diameter 50 μm
(NA = 0.22) and 10 μm (NA = 0.12). Compared with the 20/125 fiber, a longer and not so
sharp tip (h = 36 μm, W0 = 0.7) is required for the 50 μm core fiber and inversely, a smaller
and sharper tip (h = 14 μm, W0 = 1.1) is required for the 10 μm core fiber, thus justifying
our choices. For the three fibers, the simulated base diameters have been chosen to be first
close to the core diameter and then larger. Figure 3 illustrates the corresponding electric
field norm |E| profile on the photonic jet planes. For the three fibers, a PJ is obtained when
the microlens base diameter is close to the core diameter. The trend of the simulations are
in good agreement: when the base diameter of the tip increases, the maximum electric field
decreases, the PJ FWHM and working distance increase. In other words, the optical system
(fiber/microlens) acts more and more as a classical-lensed fiber.

We now consider the influence of microlens Bézier weight (sharpness) and height on
the focusing properties. As illustrated in Figure 4a with the 20/125 silica fiber, an increase
of the Bézier weight (blunter tip) pushes the PJ (WD) away from the fiber tip end and
increases the PJ FWHM (as a lens having a larger focal distance would). The narrower PJ
FWHM, around 0.55 μm, is obtained for the the lower weight W0 = 0.3 (sharper tip) at
a working distance WD of 3 μm. Compared with W0 = 1.1, the PJ width is divided by 2.
Thus, the present investigation confirms that the Bézier curvature has a primordial role in
controlling the focusing parameters.

In Figure 4c,d, we can also observe that the FWHM and WD decrease with the increase
of the tip height.
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Figure 3. Electric field |E| profile on the PJ planes. The different colors represent the different base
diameter D of the microlenses for (a) a 20/125 silica fiber (h = 26 μm, W0 = 1.10, NA = 0.22). (b) a
50/125 silica fiber (h = 36 μm, W0 = 0.7, NA = 0.22). (c) a 10/125 silica fiber (h = 14 μm, W0 = 1.1,
NA = 0.12). Fundamental mode excitation at λ = 1064 nm.

Figure 4. Working distance WD (a,c) and FWHM (b,d) variations as a function of Bézier weight (a,b)
and height (c,d) of the shaped tip for the 20/125 fiber (NA = 0.22). Default value: D = 32 μm,
h = 26 μm and W0 = 1.1.
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4. Conclusions

The present study was designed to control photonic jet generation by assessing the
effect of the optical fiber tip parameters and to clarify the differences between classical
fiber lens and the shaped fiber tips making possible to obtain PJ. A first already known
difference is that PJ is only due to the fundamental mode, namely, the other modes being
off-axis focused [31]. We show in this paper that a second important difference is that PJs
occur when the microlens base diameter is close to the fiber core diameter, whereas classical
fiber lenses stand generally on the whole optical fiber cladding. When the tip is shaped by
thermoforming, this can explain why a PJ is easier to obtain with multimode fibers (having
a core diameter close to the optical cladding one). PJs achieved using a shaped fiber tip
may be used to scan a sample with a complex pattern and also collect the backscattered
light with the same fiber. They are, therefore, a promising solution for many applications
from laser nano-abalation to local spectrocopy.
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Abstract: The ability to create controllable patterns of micro- and nanostructures on the surface of
bulk silicon has widespread application potential. In particular, the direct writing of silicon oxide
patterns on silicon via femtosecond laser-induced silicon amorphization has attracted considerable
attention owing to its simplicity and high efficiency. However, the direct writing of nanoscale
resolution is challenging due to the optical diffraction effect. In this study, we propose a highly
efficient, one-step method for preparing silicon oxide nanopatterns on silicon. The proposed method
combines femtosecond laser-induced silicon amorphization with a subwavelength-scale beam waist
of photonic nanojets. We demonstrate the direct writing of arbitrary nanopatterns via contactless
scanning, achieving patterns with a minimum feature size of 310 nm and a height of 120 nm. The
proposed method shows potential for the fabrication of multifunctional surfaces, silicon-based chips,
and silicon photonics.

Keywords: femtosecond laser processing; photonics nanojet; nanometer-scale pattern; semiconduc-
tor materials

1. Introduction

Silicon is a popular material for multiple applications involving photonics [1,2], inte-
grated circuits [3,4], and silicon-based chips [5]. In recent decades, femtosecond lasers have
proven to be a promising tool for processing silicon [6–10], reducing manufacturing costs,
increasing efficiency, and enabling large-area processing. The contemporary femtosecond
laser treatment of silicon surfaces is focused primarily on removing material using an
energy higher than that required for silicon ablation threshold to ablate the material in the
processing area. Ablation technology can be used to alter surface reflectivity [11,12] and
wettability [13,14] as well as manufacture micro-lens arrays [15,16]. Moreover, owing to
the heat accumulation effect, femtosecond lasers with high repetition rates can directly
pattern silicon oxide patterns on a silicon substrate, which has potential applications in
maskless lithography [17] and microfluidics [18].

Methods of breaking the optical diffraction limit should be developed to increase
the resolution of femtosecond laser processing. It has been reported that irradiating
a microsphere with parallel-polarized light generates a photonic nanojet (PNJ) in the
backlight of the microsphere, which has a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) beyond
the optical diffraction limit [19–22], thereby providing a new strategy for femtosecond
laser super-resolution processing. A recent study showed that PNJs and femtosecond
laser ablation can be combined to improve processing resolution [23–25]. Most studies
have focused on ablation using PNJs [26]. However, no studies have reported the use of a
combination of PNJs and thermal oxidation, which can be applied to directly manufacture
silicon oxide nanopatterns on silicon substrates.
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In this study, we combined PNJs and silicon amorphization induced by the heat
accumulation in a high-repetition-rate femtosecond laser to enhance processing resolution.
We directly manufactured silicon oxide nanopatterns (nanodots and nanopatterns with
an aspect ratio of 1:2.5 and a characteristic size of 310 nm) on a silicon substrate and
analyzed the oxidation of the silicon; the amorphization of silicon was observed after
ablation. Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) software was used to compute the light
field distribution as the plane wave passed through the microsphere; the results were
consistent with experimental measurements. Thus, this study demonstrated significant
improvements in the machining applicability of femtosecond lasers.

2. Materials and Methods

As shown in Figure 1a, the laser incident on the microsphere formed a PNJ upon
emerging at the bottom of the microsphere. To avoid microsphere contamination by debris
produced during oxidation, we used low-refractive-index (n = 1.47) silica microspheres
(diameter = 22 μm, BaseLine, Beijing, China), which ensured that the generated PNJ was
focused sufficiently far away from the microspheres. The microspheres were attached
to the cantilever of an atomic force microscope (AFM; MLCT, Bruker, Germany) using
UV-curable adhesive (NOA63, Edmund Optics) and irradiated for 30 min to fix the attach-
ment (Figure 1b,c) [27]. The low Young’s modulus of the MLCT probe ensured that the
microspheres and the cantilever were not damaged when the probe touched the surface of
the substrate during processing. The AFM probe and the sample were placed on piezo-
electric ceramic transducers to accurately control the distance between the sample and the
microsphere to an accuracy of 0.4 nm.

 
Figure 1. (a) Schematic showing the direct writing of silicon oxide patterns on a silicon substrate via
a PNJ. (b) Top and (c) side views of a microsphere attached to the cantilever of an AFM. The diameter
of the fused silica microspheres (n = 1.47) is approximately 22 μm.

The laser beam was focused through an objective lens (NA = 0.3, MPlanFLN, Olympus)
and irradiated onto the microsphere to maximize the laser energy. We used a femtosecond
laser (PHAROS-6W, Light Conversion) with a wavelength of 515 nm, pulse duration of
290 fs, and a maximum repetition rate of 200 kHz. The high repetition rate facilitated heat
accumulation on the silicon surface, thus accelerating the oxidation. In this experiment, the
repetition frequency was fixed at 200 kHz, and the scanning speed was 10 μm/s.
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We used Si<100> substrates, which were cleaned with a solution of ammonia, hy-
drogen peroxide, and ultrapure water at a ratio of 1:1:5. In addition, ultrasonic treatment
was performed for 5 min at 50 ◦C to remove impurities generated during processing.
All experimental results were obtained via AFM (Dimension Icon, Bruker) or scanning
electron microscopy (SEM; Zeiss EVO MA10). Prior to SEM characterization, the sam-
ples were coated with a gold layer (approximate thickness of 30 nm) using a magnetron
sputtering instrument.

In addition to the experimental characterization, optical field distribution was simu-
lated using the FDTD computational technique. The simulations were performed for an
area of 60 μm × 30 μm, mesh size of λ/100, and the boundary matching layers were set as
perfect absorption layers to ensure accuracy. The incident light was a plane wave with a
wavelength of 515 nm. The refractive indices of the microsphere (diameter = 22 μm) and
the background medium were set as 1.47 and 1, respectively. The simulation conditions
were consistent with those of the experiment.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Process of Silicon Oxide Microstructure Induced by PNJ

A convex structure, diameter of approximately 2.9 μm was achieved by directly focus-
ing a 200 kHz femtosecond laser (Figure 2a). Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) was
used to analyze the constitution of the convex structure, thus showing that a femtosecond
laser with a high repetition rate can oxidize silicon to silicon oxide (Figure 2b) [17,28,29]. In
order to improve the manufacturing resolution, microspheres were used to generate PNJ.

 
Figure 2. (a) High-repetition-rate femtosecond laser-induced convex structures, directly focused by
an object lens (NA = 0.3, MPlanFLN, Olympus). (b) EDS of convex structures showing silicon was
oxidized by a femtosecond laser.

Figure 3a shows a schematic of the oxidation of the silicon substrate by the PNJ. Owing
to the extremely high energy density of the PNJ, the silicon substrate was ablated, forming
micro/nanocavities [24]. After the formation of the micro-/nanocavities, there was not
sufficient space for the heat accumulated to dissipate because of the high-repetition laser
pulses, causing the temperature in the pores to be higher than the temperature oxidating
the silicon substrate. The resulting oxidation converted the silicon to silica. In addition,
because the ablation threshold of silicon is much lower than that of silicon dioxide [30,31],
convex silicon oxide formed on the silicon substrate (Figure 3b).
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Figure 3. (a) Oxidation of the silicon substrate by the PNJ. (b) AFM image of convex silicon oxide
induced by the PNJ. (c) AFM image showing the cavity etched from silicon oxide on silicon with 10%
HF. (d) Cross-sectional views of the dotted lines in (b,c).

Hydrofluoric acid (HF) is strongly corrosive to silicon oxides; therefore, we used 10%
HF to remove the convex oxide. This process created a cavity with an FWHM of 265 nm
on the silicon substrate (Figure 3c), confirming that the main component of the convex
structure induced by the high-repetition-rate femtosecond laser is silicon oxide.

The morphologies of the convex structure and the cavity were analyzed using AFM,
as shown in Figure 3d. The convex structure has an FWHM of 310 nm, and the ratio
of height to width is approximately 1:2.5. Note that the convex structure was formed
using direct laser irradiation without introducing an etching reagent. Compared without
microspheres (Figure 2a), the character size of the manufactured features is greater by an
order of magnitude.

3.2. Simulation Analysis of PNJ

To analyze the PNJ processing mechanism in greater detail, we conducted a simulation
using the experimental conditions to calculate the light field distribution generated by the
femtosecond laser as it passes through the microsphere (Figure 4). When the PNJ emerges
from the microsphere, the local light intensity is significantly enhanced (Figure 4a). The
energy distribution of the light field along the z-axis is shown in Figure 4b. Starting from
the direction of incidence (indicated by the green arrows in Figure 4a), the energy of the
light field oscillates violently because of the interference between the reflected and incident
light [32]. Outside the microsphere, the energy of the light field increases rapidly and is the
highest at a distance of 4.5 μm from the microsphere, at which point the energy intensity
is approximately 30 times greater than that of the incident light energy. However, the
energy decreases rapidly as the distance continues to increase. The length of the PNJ is
approximately 5 μm, exceeding the focal spot length of the high-NA objective lens, which
has a longer working distance. In addition, we analyzed the energy profile in the xy-plane
at the maximum light intensity, as shown in Figure 4c,d. A side lobe can be observed near
the PNJ, which has an intensity equal to approximately one-third that of the PNJ. The
FWHM of the PNJ is approximately 400 nm (Figure 4d), which corresponds to the size of
the machined protrusion.
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Figure 4. FDTD simulation of the light field distribution of the PNJ. (a) Setup of the PNJ simulation. The incident light
intensity was normalized, with the color bar representing the scaled light intensity. The inset shows the magnified PNJ.
(b) The light field distribution in the xy-plane of the PNJ. (c) The light field distribution along the z-axis of the PNJ. The
horizontal axis represents distance, and the vertical axis represents the energy intensity of the light field. The center of the
microsphere coincides with the zero point of the horizontal axis. (d) Prolife centered about the dotted line in (b).

3.3. Effect of Laser Power on the Size of the Oxidized Region

Energy, as an important parameter in laser processing, determines the size of the
machined structures. The relationship between the energy density of the PNJ and the size
of the oxidation region for femtosecond lasers of different powers is shown in Figure 5.
Specifically, Figure 5a–d show SEM images corresponding to laser powers of 158, 211, 277,
and 331 μW, respectively. The protruding surface was relatively rough, owing to uneven
oxidation. In part, this is due to the accumulation of oxidized debris generated during the
ablation. As in ordinary laser processing, a higher energy density results in larger feature
sizes (Figure 5e). The minimum feature size obtained during the experiment was 290 nm.
Owing to the nonlinear absorption of silicon and ablation fluence threshold [33], the FWHM
of the convex structure was smaller than the simulated value, which is consistent with the
simulation results. In addition, Figure 4b shows that the energy distribution at the peak
PNJ intensity is approximately Gaussian. Therefore, by combining accurate laser energy
control with the nonlinear absorption of silicon, high-resolution silica protrusions can be
achieved and used to create patterns.

Figure 5. Influence of energy density on the machined feature size with microspheres. (a–d) SEM im-
ages of silicon substrates irradiated with lasers with powers of 158, 211, 277, and 331 μW, respectively.
(e) Width of the oxidation-induced convex silicon oxide structures as a function of laser power.
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3.4. Directly Writing Arbitrary Silicon Dioxide Pattern

Finally, we applied the one-step process to realize direct silica patterning by scanning.
The position of the microsphere was maintained, while the piezoelectric ceramic transducer
was programmed to trace an expected path. Note that the substrate was separated from
the microspheres by an approximate distance of 4.5 μm, with this noncontact processing
method protecting the microspheres from surface splashes. The pattern shown in the
SEM image in Figure 6 was produced using a laser power of 158 μW, a scanning speed of
10 μm/s, and a laser repetition frequency of 200 kHz. We achieved a silicon oxide pattern
preparation of 100 μm × 100 μm (Figure 6a), and the width of the prepared features was
approximately 350 nm (Figure 6c). Owing to the nonuniformity of oxidation, achieving
highly uniform patterns via this approach is difficult. Nevertheless, it may be possible to
reduce the roughness of silicon dioxide nanowires by using a femtosecond laser with a
higher repetition rate.

 

Figure 6. SEM image of silicon oxide nanopatterns, (a,b) concentric circles and (c) grid.

4. Conclusions

This study demonstrates the direct writing of silicon oxide nanopatterns on a silicon
substrate with an FWHM of approximately 350 μm and an aspect ratio of 1:2.5. By us-
ing the FWHM of the PNJ to overcome the optical diffraction limit, along with using a
high-repetition-rate femtosecond laser, the patterning of silica nanostructures on a silicon
substrate was achieved via a one-step process. The minimum size of the prepared nanopat-
tern is approximately 310 nm. With further refinement, we believe that the combination
of nonlinear material absorption and the precise laser energy control can be used to fabri-
cate silica patterns with a resolution <300 nm or better. As such, the approach described
herein has the potential to be utilized for applications requiring silicon-based chips and
optical waveguides.
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